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January 4, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

We are in the Time of the Great Transformation 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are in the New Year.  We are in the time of the Great Transformation.  Time, it takes 

some time.  We are equipped with the Great Knowledge and Great Tools of this Time.   

Even in the early stages of this Great Period of Time, we are practicing the Blessed 

Techniques of Creating.  Through this daily experience ability grows.  Through our daily 

Practice of the Art of Creating, the Art of Ability, familiarity grows.  It is like traveling 

on the same path between here and here.  The journey takes some time.  Some time is 

spent on this pathway.  Familiarity is gained as one travels this pathway again and again.  

Finer details are perceived.  One sees, the first time, only the pathway; concerned only 

that the direction is correct and that precautions are taken to arrive safely at the 

destination.  But as one journeys the same path many times, one sees suddenly the 

brightly colored flowers set along the path and notices the beauty of the mountains in the 

distance on this very same path.  One will be open to the new sites as if they are present 

for the first time. Yes.  As one acquires greater familiarity, more and more of the finer 

aspects are revealed.  In time, greater skill, greater ability unfolds, in time.  We are 

speaking of the Art of Creating.   Through thought one accomplishes.  Great change 

comes through this familiarity of the pathway.   

We are also speaking of the Personal Pathway, the technique of the Personal Pathway.  

This is the Brilliance of Awakening; this is the Brilliance of the Blessed Great 

Transformation.  

Now Dear Ones, let us practice, for five minutes together now, our Blessed Technique of 

the Personal Pathway.  As we sit at this Blessed time of the New Year, together we will 

practice this Blessed Gift of Great Knowledge.  As we end the five minutes, we will 

together offer our Thanks to the Great Universal Beings of Light through whom we have 

Many Blessings, Many Blessings. 

Now we will begin our technique of the Personal Pathway.   
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January 11, 2012  

 

Master Lantos   

 

Your Role is the Executive of Eternal Light 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We welcome this New Year. 

Cindy: 

And at that point Lantos paused quite a long time.  Then He continued: 

Lantos: 

This is the year of the Great Transformation.  There is a very perfect order to this process 

of change.  The process of Creation and Evolution comes about according to a perfect 

design.  We may call this “a legal set of order”.  It is the aspect of Intelligence through 

which this great process comes about, through which Creation Emerges and progresses.   

We are in the most significant period of Time in History.  It is the Time of Great Light: 

Eternal Light for all Creation. In this year, we will accomplish that Great Event which 

was foreseen by those with the vision to see.  There is a Great Order to this Blessed 

Creation; the mechanics and laws governing the progression of all expression, all life, all 

evolution.   

Dear Ones, as Masters of the Art of Creating, you are Mastering the Great Ability to 

operate according to these existing laws—this existing Great Universal Plan of Creation.  

We are—through your Blessed practices, your Blessed daily activities and service to the 

Sublime Light of Genesis—we are Fulfilling our role.  We are upholding the course 

established by the Great Universal Architects.   

Yes, Dear Ones, what Great Honor Blesses each one of you—our Beloved Masters of the 

Art of Creating, the Beloved Masters of the Brilliant Light of Genesis, the Precious few 

instruments of the Great Eternal Light—those by whom the Mighty Course of Light, the 

Great Wave of Transformation, is ushered into our Beloved Creation.   

Dear Ones, to understand your role in Creation is to glimpse the highest seat in the 

mightiest Universal government.  Your Role is the Executive of Eternal Light.  It is by 

your hands, your actions, that the Great Wave has been generated.  And, it is through 

your Blessed abilities as Masters of Eternal Light that this Course is achieved; the Great 

Transformation is accomplished for all Creation to enjoy.   
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Now, Dear Ones, let us enjoy our Beloved Technique of the Personal Pathway.  We will 

sit now for five minutes and enjoy the Blessings of the Enlivenment of the Radiant 

Beams of Eternal Light.   

Many Blessings.   
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January 18, 2012  

Master Lantos   

 

Change Will Be Seen and Felt by All 

 
Lantos: 

We begin this Year of Great Change with a Great Silence.  Yes, a Great Stillness 

announces the coming Great Wave of Change. In this Time of Silence, we enliven the 

individual link with the Source of Creation through the Blessed Technique of the 

Personal Pathway.  It is an Enlivenment of the collection of the Beams of Eternal Light 

which form each Individual Expression of the Source of Creation.  Yes, Enlivenment of 

the link of the individual expression and the Source of Creation.  It is the Personal 

Pathway of Expression.  We are locating the Source.  We are tracing the Radiant Beams 

to their Source.   

Good.   

As you continue to gain greater familiarity with the process of Creating, through your 

techniques of the Art of Creating, you are increasing the power and effectiveness of every 

one of your thoughts.  You are developing a familiarity with the process of the steps of 

Creating.  It is a process; it is a Universal process.  And, you will find that each thought, 

each thought you experience during the day, will command greater results.  You are the 

Masters of this Great Change.  It is through your Blessed thoughts and actions that you 

will move mountains.  We are making the impossible, possible.   

It is the Time.  The Great Knowledge is here—Enlivened by our Blessed Radiant Masters 

of the Light of Genesis.   

While we are speaking of the Enlivenment of Knowledge and the resurfacing of the 

Brilliant Light of Genesis, we should not forget that this change will come on all levels of 

Expression.  We will see changes coming to the structure of societies around the world.  

We will experience the upheavals of the Earth.  Change will be seen and felt by all.  This 

is the Great Transformation.   

First, Dear Ones, we wish to further strengthen the power of your thoughts.  You are 

doing this through the use of the Great Master Tools: the Blessed Elixir of Life and the 

Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light. You are increasing the power of your thoughts and 

actions through your practice with the Blessed Tools of Genesis.  You are gaining great 

familiarity with the most powerful level of Expression of Life through your practices of 

the techniques of the Art of Creating.   

Through all of this, Dear Ones, you are preparing to be the Great Guides for the 

Emergence of Eternal Light in this New Era.  We are strengthening the pillars in such a 

way that the entire structure, which is to be assembled, may rest securely on the 

steadiness of these few posts, pillars.   
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Dear Ones, you are the Great Pillars. This is the Time of Stillness.   

Preparations are best made in the few moments of stillness before the activity of the 

battlefield.  Just at the crest of the Wave there is a point of stillness before the water is 

gripped by the strength of the downward rushing flow of activity.  In these Blessed 

moments of Stillness, we must use every opportunity to be well prepared.  You have the 

Tools of Great Light, the Tools of the Light of Genesis.   

Dear Ones, use these Tools on a map as you hear of events around the World.  We are 

given the Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light as the Great Master Tool of this Great 

Transformation.  You are using this Tool in your Techniques of Creating.  And soon, you 

will be applying this Blessed Representation of the Process of Initial Rotations to assist in 

the balancing of world events.  It will be good to spread this Beloved Tool of Eternal 

Light into the hands of many.   

Dear Ones, enjoy this period of silence.  Make use of the opportunity for rest and for 

advancement through your Knowledge and Tools of the Great Light of Genesis.   

Many Blessings. 
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January 25, 2012 

 

Master Lantos   

 

An Invitation to the Master Conference of Eternal Light 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,   

 

Silence is within all.  Silence is the indestructible Value found within every aspect of 

Creation.  It is out of this silent reality of Creation that the entire dynamics of the Whole 

of Creation Emerges.  Silence is the basis.  Very good. 

 

Structured within this Silence are the Beams of Intelligence, the Radiant Beams of 

Eternal Light. It is through the nature and dynamics of the Process of Initial Rotations 

that these Fundamental Beams of Intelligence give rise to every Aspect of Existence.  

This is the beginning of Creation.  It is out of this beautiful process that we arrive at the 

mechanics of the Precious Tools of BioGenesis.  

 

The Tools of BioGenesis are trained with the Genesis Energy, that indestructible order of 

the Fundamental Radiant Beams of Eternal Light, which are at the Source of All 

Creation. 

 

Dear Ones, it is a very Great Blessing, a very Great Blessing, to be living in this time of 

the Great Transformation. This most Sublime Knowledge, this most Sublime Knowledge 

which has given rise to this Sublime Technology of Eternal Light, the Blessed Tools of 

Genesis—this, Dear Ones, is our great fortune, to be living in this Time when this 

Technology of Creating, the Art of Creating, has arisen and is available to all.   

 

We are the fortunate ones, the ones with the great, good fortune to have seen the Value of 

that Knowledge which is beyond Value, that Knowledge which is beyond description, 

that which resides at the Source of All.  We are the Blessed Ones.   

 

Now, during this period of Silence, great things Emerge.  Great Accomplishments come 

out of the Deepest Level of Stillness.  The Wave, which Rises the Highest, Draws from 

the Deepest Level of the Ocean.  This, Dear Ones, is that Drawing Point.  We are 

Approaching the great Rise of the Immense Wave.   

 

We wish to announce an Invitation to our Beloved Masters of the Blessed Light of 

Genesis, to our Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating, to our Beloved Masters of 

Eternal Light.  Dear Ones, you are invited to join in the Master Conference of Eternal 

Light.  In this Conference, the Beloved Universal and Celestial Beings assemble, as well 

as Great Luminaries for the Emergence of Knowledge and Light for all of Creation.  

During this Conference, you will receive the directives for enlivening the Full Value of 

the Ten Beams on Earth.   
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Every day is Precious, Dear Ones.  For every day of this Great Year of Transformation, 

we must offer our attention in order to gain the full benefits of the Precious Knowledge 

and Tools we have in our possession.  As this year progresses, great advancements will 

come along and the change will occur that will set our Precious world on its new level of 

life:  Life in Fullness.   

 

The Ten Radiant Beams will be our framework for this New Structure of Life: Life in 

Fullness, Life Illumined by the Brilliant Radiance of Eternal Light. 

 

Many Blessings. 
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February 1, 2012  

 

Master Lantos 

 

The Master Conference of Eternal Light 

 
Cindy: 

In a dialogue from Wednesday, January 25, 2012 Lantos mentioned The Master 

Conference of Eternal Light.  So, this morning I asked him, “Can you tell us more about 

The Master Conference of Eternal Light; when will it be, where will it be, what kind of 

preparations we should be making?”  And here’s his response: 

 

Lantos: 

Greetings,   

 

Great accomplishments arise out of the Deepest Levels of Silence; out of the Deepest 

Values of Stillness, Great Action Emerges.  A Great Silence has been generated.  Years 

of work with the Blessed Tools of Genesis to enliven the Genesis Energy within each 

individual and for the whole of the environment, years of Enlivening the Light of Genesis 

on Earth, through the practices of our devoted Masters of the Light of Genesis, through 

the Blessings of the Great Universal Beings of Light, through the Supreme Blessings of 

the Source of Creation, a Deep Silence has been established.  Out of this Silence, this 

Great Silence, the entire Wave of Transformation rises:  Great Transformation out of 

Great Silence.  At every point in Time, our Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis offer 

the foundation and direction for this Great Cosmic event. 

 

The Foundation is the Enlivenment of the Light of Genesis, Enlivenment of the Genesis 

Energy through the everyday use of the Blessed Tools of BioGenesis. 

 

At the mid-point of this year, we will receive the Knowledge from the Great Celestial 

Assembly.  We will offer this Knowledge to our Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis 

in a Master Conference of Eternal Light.  This Conference will be held during the first 

week of the mid-year, the first week of July, followed by three days of the Enlivenment 

of the Fullness of Eternal Light.   

 

Cindy: 

And then he paused for a long time, and then he continued: 

 

Lantos: 

Ten days, ten days of Eternal Light:  during the first seven days we will offer one hour 

Knowledge sessions from The Master Conference of Eternal Light.  On the following 

three days, we will receive a Course of the Beams of Eternal Light originating from the 

Blessed Seat of Eternal Light for all Masters of the Light of Genesis, all Masters of the 

Blessed Art of Creating, our Dear Masters of Eternal Light.   
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We extend an Invitation to our Blessed Masters: seven days of Knowledge from The 

Master Conference of Eternal Light followed by a three-day course to enliven the 

Structure of Fullness for the New Era of Eternal Light.  

 

Now, sit to practice the Blessed Techniques of Creating as well as the Personal Pathway.  

 

Many Blessings. 
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February 6, 2012  

This was an additional message for the week 

Master Lantos   

 

This is a Course Heralding the New Era 

 
Lantos: 

What do we mean when we say, “Transformation, Great Transformation?”   

 

Transformation occurs on many levels of existence and in various degrees.  

Transformation occurs everywhere at all times.  This is the very nature of existence.  

Existence by its nature is in motion.   

 

Change:  Creation is dynamic.  By this we mean full of energy, full of change.  Great 

minds study this change.  Scientists study the nature and principles propelling this 

change—Change from one experience of life to another; Transformation from one state 

of existence to another.   

 

What then do we mean when we say, “Great Transformation?”  What can we mean by 

this statement when we see before us the entire Cosmic structure in motion?   We see the 

whole of the Cosmos experiencing the constant process of change.  Transformation is 

everywhere.  Even the great Galaxies are in motion. Every aspect of Creation is propelled 

by this force of life: energy, change, Transformation.  

 

How then do we say the words, “Great Transformation” when all of Creation is immersed 

in the cosmic arena of change?  Yes.  This is a very beautiful question; it is a very 

beautiful question.  Great Transformation—the key lies in the description: Great, Great.   

 

What kind of Transformation is it?  It is Great—The Great Transformation.  Great 

implies size as well as stature—position in Creation.  When we say Transformation is 

everywhere, we refer to the many movements, the continuum of energy and movements.   

 

Now, when we say Great Transformation, this is referring to that singular process located 

at the Source of Creation, the process responsible for the Emergence of all life.  This 

process may be described as the dynamics of the Process of Initial Rotations.  It may be 

described as the process of the Emergence of Creation through the Impulse of Intent by 

the Almighty Source of Creation.  These two Processes are identical.  Do you see?  One 

and the same.   

 

The Process of Initial Rotations is the very process through which Creation Emerges 

from its Almighty Radiant Luminous Source.  This is the process which we call Great. 

Here is our answer, Dear Ones, this process—this Process of the Art of Creating, the 

process by which Creation Emerges—this is the level of Transformation which is arriving 

on every level of life.  It was always present within the structure of life.  But now, this 

Supreme Energy, which is the Source of All, is to be the Force governing life, arriving on 

the surface of life.   
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The clouds will no longer shadow the Presence of the Sun.  The Brilliant Sun shines.  The 

clouds consist only of vapor. You may brush away a cloud with the stroke of the hand; 

but yet, this hazy substance has hidden the Brilliant Radiance of the Sun.   

 

Great Transformation is very simple indeed.  It is like brushing away the clouds with the 

Wave of the hand.  But this simple process has remained hidden.  The Brilliance of the 

ever-present Sun has remained hidden.  When one has lived under the thick veil of 

clouds, the first opening breaks bring blinding Streams of Light.  There is great confusion 

and disruption in society as the eyes are not adjusted to this level of Brilliance.  If one 

looks at this event from a distance, one may wonder, ‘Is that a great fire?  Is it a mighty 

bolt of lightning striking the Earth?’ It is a cause of fear and great concern.   

 

From a distance this Great Light was seen, but the Source was misunderstood.  The true 

nature of the Radiance of the Sun has not been glimpsed except by a few Great Seers 

over the Ages, Great Masters of the Light. 

 

Now, Dear Ones, now we have before us this breaking of the thick layer of clouds; the 

Beams of the True Value of the Radiant Source are breaking through.   These early 

beams carry great impact.  The Full Value of Brilliance travels on these specific Beams 

of Light.  It is with blinding brilliance that these early beams arrive on Earth.   

 

The Knowledge of the Sun may be found within these early beams.  To herald the start of 

this New Era, we will identify and experience these Beams of Eternal Light.  This is a 

Course heralding the New Era, a Course for the Beams of Eternal Light.  Yes, Dear Ones, 

this is the nature of the Great Transformation.   

 

First, we will receive the Seven Days of Knowledge from the Great Celestial Assembly 

in the Blessed Master Conference of Eternal Light.  This is a Time of Great Knowledge 

and Advancement.  We are waving the Cosmic hand to dissipate the clouds.  Then, on the 

following three days we will welcome the breaking Light of the Beams of Eternal Light 

originating from our Blessed Seat of Eternal Light.   

 

Yes, Dear Ones, let us practice now our technique of the Personal Pathway.  Every day 

we practice our Blessed techniques of the Art of Creating.   

 

Very Good.  Many Blessings. 
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February 8, 2012  

 

Master Lantos   

 

The Great Seal of Genesis 

The BioGenesis Course of Love 

 
Cindy: 

Lantos appeared and I asked him a question; if he could please clarify for us who will be 

invited to participate with the Master Conference of Eternal Light which is coming up in 

this year. He had already mentioned that people who have attended the Chair Program, 

people who have taken the Creating Course, and I just was asking if there was any other, 

anyone else that could be participating as well.   

 

He said, 

 

Lantos:   

Very good.  It is very good.   

 

Dear Ones, 

 

To the Master Conference of Eternal Light we welcome all trained in the Knowledge of 

the Light of Genesis; those Blessed Ones spreading the Light of Genesis through the 

training of the Great Teacher, the Blessed Pyramid of Genesis.  Any individual with a 

Pyramid of Genesis in the household, we welcome to the Master Conference of Eternal 

Light.  During the conference sessions, it will be good to have the Blessed Pyramid of 

Genesis present in the room with each participant.  It will also be good to have present, 

for each individual participant, the Master Tools of Eternal Light: The Blessed Pendant of 

Eternal Light and the Blessed Waters of Life, the Waters of Eternal Light.  Through these 

Master Tools maximum benefits will be received by all.   

 

Now, the period of rest is complete.  It is time for action.  There is much to accomplish. 

 

Cindy: 

And then he paused and I asked him if—one thing more about the three-day course that’s 

following—is it that we would invite the same people; for instance, anyone with a 

Pyramid of Genesis, or is there any other indication of who we should be inviting for that 

class.  And, he said, after he had paused for a while, 

he said, 

 

Lantos: 

It will be necessary to have the experience of the Art of Creating.  For this Blessed 

program, Enlivening the Beams of Eternal Light, it is required to have that Fundamental 

Experience of the Dynamics of the Source of Creation.  We will Enliven the Beams of 

Eternal Light.   
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The period of Stillness has given rise to a tremendous Wave.  The Time of Rest has been 

fulfilled.  Rest precedes the initiation of Action.  

 

Now, we will observe the mighty channels of Light and Energy which have been opened 

during this Silence.  It is time for the development of the Great Seal of Genesis.  Yes, out 

of the deep Silence, generated by the Blessed practices of our Dear Masters of the Art of 

Creating, the Diamond has Emerged, the Precious result of the Blessed works and efforts.  

Great results come of great deeds.  Your efforts with Spreading the Light of Genesis, 

through the use of the Tools of Genesis, have brought forth this Precious gem.   

 

For many years the Great Seal has tried to Emerge.  But only now, with the Enlivened 

Value of the Source of Creation, can this Precious Energy be structured in Form.  Only 

now can this ever-present Value of Relationship take Form. Relationship: this is the 

nature of the Great Seal of Genesis, Relationship of Eternal Light.   

 

Relationship: relationship on Earth begins with the first breath and is expressed as the 

tender and complete bond between the Mother and child.  Relationship continues to 

expand through life.  Relationship is the underlying current which carries life, moves life 

along its course; like the river carrying along its course, the raft.  The river is the arm of 

the mighty ocean.  One doesn’t see the ocean but only one flows in its direction, 

effortlessly, along the current.   

 

This is the current of life.  This, Dear Ones, is Love.  Love is that word used to describe 

the Value of Relationship: relationship of the child with the mother, relationship of the 

ocean with the boat.  Even at a great distance, the arm stretches out to gently carry the 

boat back to the ocean.  Love, this is Love.  Love is the unseen current of life.   

 

When one meets someone with whom one finds a strong connection, there is a great 

Wave of Joy, a Wave of Love.  It is through this experience, this experience of 

Relationship, that the Ocean of Eternal Light is glimpsed in Creation.   

 

Dear Ones, the Great Seal of Genesis is the Tool of Relationship.  It comes to us in this 

Year of the Great Transformation.  Out of the Stillness, the depths of Silence generated 

by our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating; out of this Stillness, the Gem of Life has 

Emerged.  In this year of the Great Transformation, the Great Seal of Genesis Emerges.  

It is beautiful, very beautiful.   

 

Transformation is the Experience of the Relationship between one Value and the next.  It 

is through relationship—the Value of Relationship, that the Dynamics of Transformation 

occur.  It is very beautiful.  Yes.  You see? 

 

Out of great Silence comes great Action.  Love is the Gem of Life.  Relationship is the 

underlying Current of Life.  It is the Current of Existence.   

 

Our three-day course, the course to Enliven the Beams of Eternal Light; this is the Course 

of Love, The BioGenesis Course of Love.  Yes, BioGenesis Course of Love, to enliven 
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the Value of Relationship of Eternal Light, the Beams of Eternal Light.  Very Good.  

Beautiful.   

 

We will have now the Great Seal of Genesis.  Observe the Great Seal of Genesis. 

 

Many Blessings, Dear Ones. 
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February 15, 2012 

 

Master Lantos 

 

Life is a Very Dear Privilege 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Eternal Light is that level of Creation which is Indestructible, that level of Creation which 

is Eternal.  Even with all Transformation, all change, everywhere change, through all 

changing aspects of existence—the Nature of Eternal Light remains.  The status of 

Eternal Light is not jeopardized; this is the status of Eternity.  Our Beloved Pendant of 

Eternal Light enlivens this highest level out of which all aspects of Creation take Form.  

Our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light enlivens the Basis of all Transformation.  Eternal 

Light is the Basis of all Transformation.  It is beautiful.  Transformation is the Extension 

of Eternity, that Eternal Reality which cannot be negated. Yes. 

Dear ones, this is a very important point.  Our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light enlivens 

Eternity.  Eternity knows no momentary quality, no aspect of change and yet, and yet, 

this Beloved Serene Reality is the Cause of all Transformation, all Change, all Behavior 

in the World.   

Through this Process of Transformation the Eternal Nature of Eternal Light shines 

Brilliantly.  We take recourse to the Eternity of Eternal Light.  This, Dear Ones, is the 

Time of Ascending to Eternal Light.  Every action, even every thought should have this 

Goal as its purpose.   

We are establishing Eternal Light at this Time of the Great Transformation. We are 

finding the Highest Value of Eternity at the Time of the Greatest Level of Change.  This 

is the Great Balance of the Universe.  The one experience cannot exist without the other.  

Great Change cannot exist without the Great Brilliance of Eternity, Eternal Light.   

Through your Blessed daily activities of the Art of Creating, you are enlivening Eternal 

Light.  In the simple act of wearing the Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light, the brilliant 

Source of Transformation, the Blessed Process of Initial Rotations gets Enlivened—

Together Eternity and Transformation. 

In this year of the Great Transformation, we Receive the Great Blessing of the Master 

Conference of Eternal Light—the Knowledge of the Great Cosmic Beings and Hosts of 

Light. We receive our timely and Blessed Seal of Genesis, our Great Seal of Genesis.  

There is much work to be accomplished.  Daily practice of the Art of Creating, daily few 

minutes devoted to the Personal Pathway, daily Shield Treatment—these are our Blessed 

Tools of these Great Times. 
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It is a very great privilege to have this Knowledge.  Life is a very Dear Privilege.   

Knowledge does Justice to Life.  It is a Thanksgiving to our Blessed Creator to Value the 

Knowledge given.  Practice the Techniques and Tools of the Blessed Light of Genesis. 

Many Blessings. 
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February 22, 2012 

 

Master Lantos 

 

Freedom is that State Which is Without Boundaries 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Freedom is that State which is without boundaries; when there are no parts, there is only Whole.  

That which is without parts is Whole.  This is the State of Freedom.  Wholeness is the State of 

Freedom.  There can be no doubt.  Freedom can only be gained in a condition which is without 

boundaries.  If boundaries exist, freedom is lost.  If boundaries prevail, freedom is clouded.  The 

Sun still shines, but the experience of the Radiant Value of the Sun is lost when the clouds 

prevail.   

There is great significance to the association of Freedom with the Blessed Land of America.  

America stands for Freedom.  Freedom is the Blessed State of Wholeness—Radiant in the 

Brilliance of Eternal Light.  America is the Great Land of Freedom.  America is the Blessed 

Land of Eternal Light.  America is the Host of the Seat of Eternal Light, that Level of Creation 

which is without boundaries, that Level of Creation which is Eternal.  From this Highest Level of 

Existence all Creation Emerges.   

The Seat of Eternal Light is the Seat of the Highest Value of Knowledge.  From the Seat of 

Eternal Light, the Precious Knowledge of the Art of Creating has Emerged.  From the Seat of 

Eternal Light the Beloved Master Tools, the Pendant of Eternal Light and the Blessed Elixir of 

Life, have Emerged. 

Now, Dear Ones, now we welcome the Emergence of the Great Seal of Genesis.  The Great Seal 

of Genesis is the Precious Gem of Eternal Light—The Tool of Relationship.  Relationship of the 

Source of Creation with the individual, Relationship of the parents with the children, 

Relationship of the husband with the wife, Relationship of one aspect of existence with another, 

Relationship of one Cosmic Region with another.   

It is through the Current of Relationship that the Dynamic Process of Transformation is 

accomplished.  And, what comes out of this Process of Relationship and Transformation?  The 

Great Transformation Emerges out of this Process of Relationship and Transformation and the 

Great Transformation brings about the State of Freedom.   

Freedom is gained by achieving the highest Value of Relationship; the highest level of 

Relationship is the one, the one without the boundaries.  Out of the diversity, out of the Great 

Transformation, Emerges Freedom.  Freedom is the One—Eternity.  Freedom is gained in 
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Eternal Light.  Yes, the Blessed Tool of Relationship Emerges at this significant Time; it is so 

planned by the Great Universal Architect.   

Such perfection may only Emerge out of a Limitless Intelligence, out of the Eternal State of 

Infinite Knowledge owned by that Great Being in whom awareness of all events is awake at all 

times.  This, Dear Ones, we refer to as the Great Universal Architect.  This Great Being may go 

by many names—the Blessed Almighty Source of Creation, the Great Almighty Lord of 

Creation.   

We are very fortunate.  

Now we will practice our Blessed Technique of the Personal Pathway with this Blessed Source 

of All Creation. 

Many Blessings. 
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February 29, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

The Re-Emergence of the Knowledge 

 
Lantos: 

Our Blessed Tools of Genesis—it is a beautiful body of Knowledge, the Re-Emergence 

of the Knowledge of Enlivening the Light of Genesis.  This Knowledge was in Existence 

before.  We do not say that this is new Knowledge.  We give thanks to the Great Beings 

of Light for the Re-Emergence of this Precious Knowledge.  Knowledge Emerges in a 

manner which will be most readily received according to the specific qualities of the 

Time.   

We are Blessed in this age by great means of technology and communication,  advanced 

technology, rapid communication; all of these aspects of this age come together to make 

possible the Great Transformation.  When one stops to think, it is inconceivable the vast 

array of components necessary to bring about this Great Shift; but this happens 

automatically.  This is the Great Perfection found at the Basis of All Existence, Supreme 

Perfection.  It is this lively Spark of Perfection found in All of Existence which does the 

trick.   

When we use the Blessed Flame of Genesis, we enliven the Genesis Energy in a 

particular way.  When we use the BioAmplifier, we enliven the Genesis Energy in a 

different way.  But in every case, we are Enlivening that Blessed Genesis Energy found 

to be available and present everywhere in all of Creation.  This is the Supreme Perfection 

of the Almighty Source of Creation.  One with the Highest Level of Vision may see this 

Perfection, this Supreme Perfection in All.  Then one says, “Ah yes, this is it, now I see”.   

Dear Ones, this is the Great Transformation, when one’s vision can see that Spark of the 

Supreme State of Perfection.  This is true vision, this is correct vision—vision without the 

hazy clouds.  Now, the hazy clouds are clearing for all of society.  This is a Great 

Transformation.   

Practice again and again.  Practice with the Blessed Tools of Genesis.  This clears the 

haze from every different angle. Practice with the Beloved Master Tools of Genesis; 

training and practice with the Great Knowledge of the Art of Creating, the Blessed gift of 

the Holy Season—Our Technique of the Personal Pathway—and Dear Ones, the 

experience of the Blessed Chair of Genesis.  
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Yes, we have many Blessed Tools in our hands.  Now we will soon experience the 

Radiant Awakening of Relationship with our Beloved Great Seal of Genesis.  This is the 

proper time, this is the Time when the Impossible becomes Possible.   

Very good, very good.  Continue your beautiful practices.  Many Blessings. 
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March 7, 2012 

 

Master Lantos 

 

We Are Clearing Away the Clouds 

 
Lantos:  

Greetings Dear Ones,  

We are Enlivening the Process of Initial Rotations; everywhere this process is being 

Enlivened.  As we drink the Blessed Elixir Holy Waters, we are enlivening the Process of 

Initial Rotations within every cell in the body.  Each cell is Awakened to the Light of 

Genesis through the Enlivenment of the Process of the Source of Creation.  We are 

Enlivening the Memory of the proper Sequence Code, the Clear Reflections of the Source 

of Creation unclouded.   

We are clearing away the clouds.  The clouds come; the Brilliance of the Sun is blocked.  

We are clearing the clouds to reveal the Brilliance; the Full Radiance of the Light of 

Genesis within the body, within the environment.   

For this world, and for many worlds, this influence of Enlivenment spreads.  Every stroke 

is significant.  Each stroke dissipates the clouds—a stroke with the Wand, a stroke with 

the Amplifier, a call with the Translator, the Enlivenment of the Connection with the 

Source of Creation through the Personal Pathway.  With every Technique of the Art of 

Creating we are Enlivening the Process of the Source of Creation. And with such 

beautiful strokes we are clearing away the clouds, the clouds which block the Full 

Radiance of our Blessed Light of Genesis, the Eternal Light of Creation.  Yes, from every 

angle we are working.   

Dear Ones, do not forget the Simple Process of the Personal Pathway and the Blessed 

Techniques of Creating.  With these techniques Great Sweeping Strokes are generated 

and the effects are bringing about Cosmic Change.  From Enlivenment deep within the 

cells to Enlivenment at the far reaches of the Cosmic Regions, we are experiencing the 

Stages of the Great Transformation. 

Yes.  It is Beautiful. Well done.  

Very Good.  Very Beautiful.  Many Blessings. 
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March 14, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

The Great Seal of Genesis and the Pocket Seal 

 
Cindy: 

Lantos appeared and I showed him some photographs of the prototypes of the Great Seal 

and also the Pocket Seal, and this is his response: 

 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Eureka!  Now we have it—it is very Beautiful, very, very Beautiful—our Blessed Great 

Seal.   A Great Blessing has arrived.  We receive this Great Blessing, which comes to us 

during the time of the Great Transformation. 

And with our Blessed Great Seal comes the Enlivenment of the Pure Value of 

Relationship—that which connects.  We are speaking now of the qualities of this Blessed 

Great Seal of Genesis.   Relationship is the path which leads to the Source.  From every 

direction there is only one Goal.  This Goal is the Source of All Creation, that Source 

from which all existence springs.   

The path for some will include a companion soul, one whose footsteps will be in 

harmony and in pace with one’s own.  Together the path will be traveled.  The instances 

and events of living will be experienced together.  In this way the Life will be Blessed by 

the company and support of another.   

Our Blessed Great Seal of Genesis brings to us the Blessings of the Pure Value of 

Relationship.  Those elements which are not supportive will be dismissed and replaced by 

that which shines with the Radiance of Eternal Light.  We will experience great 

upliftment with the physical Presence of our Blessed Great Seal of Genesis.   

Our Beloved Pocket Seal is to be a Receiver of the Impulses of Light generated by our 

Blessed Great Seal.  It, too, connects the individual with the Blessed Stream of Love 

which permeates every Realm of Creation and carries all in the direction of our Blessed 

Almighty Source, the Brilliant Radiance of Eternal Light.  Our Blessed Pocket Seal will 

be that Tool to attract the elements and forces which support progress.  It will be the one 

to draw to the individual those with whom there exists a deep connection—the Pure 

Value of Relationship, that Gem of All Life, the Value of Love. 

Yes, it is time for the Emergence of our Blessed Great Seal of Genesis and our Blessed 

Pocket Seal. 

Very good.  Very good.  Many Blessings.  
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March 21, 2012 

 

Master Lantos 

 

Act When it is Time to Act 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Today we will examine the Precious Rays of Light generated through the Process of 

Initial Rotations.  In this process, the process located everywhere in Creation and found 

to be at the Basis of All of Creation; these most Fundamental Rays, the Rays of Eternal 

Light, are found to be emerging out of this Process of Creating.   

Dear Ones, the direction and influence of each of these Rays will be described in great 

detail in our Master’s Conference.  We will see the practical applications of each of these 

Blessed Mighty Rays, the Beams of Eternal Light.  As the condition of the physical 

structure of each of our Beloved Masters of Creating is raised, these Beams of Eternal 

Light Emerge on the Level of Direct Experience.   

The Vision is raised to evaluate the Source Value—that level of Initial Rotations within 

any object.  Dear Ones, the physical structure must be raised to that Degree of 

Attunement with this Blessed Process of Initial Rotations.  On the physical level this is 

accomplished through the Blessed Effects of the Holy Waters of Life.   

Now, yes, we are—through this Master Tool—we are re-establishing the Proper 

Sequence Code on the Cellular Level.  Now, yes, now Dear Ones, we wish to accelerate 

this Process. The Restoration of Memory must be accelerated in these coming days.  

Some degree of the Holy Information is lost in the Process of Initialization owing to the 

origins of the waters.  For maximum benefit, these Precious Waters of Life must originate 

from the Blessed Holy Site, our Precious Seat of Eternal Light.  Wherein even the 

Highest Orders of Universal Beings enjoy the refined atmosphere of the Enlivened State 

of Eternal Light, the State generated by the Presence of that Highest Level of Creation, 

the Brilliant Radiance of the Almighty Source of Creation.  Yes, yes, it is the wish of the 

Blessed Great Almighty Universal Brilliance that these Waters of Life originate within 

this Seat of Eternal Light, our Beloved Seat of Eternal Light.  We will see to this in the 

coming days.  In this way we continue to make every preparation for the Value of the 

Infinite to be lived.  We are Making All Things Possible.   

In these coming months we look forward to the arrival of our Blessed Great Seal, the 

Tool of Relationship. We look forward to the arrival of the Great Knowledge of the 

Master’s Conference and the Blessed Course of Love.  We practice daily our Blessed 
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Techniques of the Art of Creating.  We give and receive Treatments with our Precious 

Tools of Genesis. We place our desires with our Translators and Amplifiers.  We protect 

with our Blessed Shield.  It is a complete Body of Knowledge which has Blessed our 

Time.   

This is the Time to Act—we do not put off the practices for another day, we do it Today.  

No time has been so directed to the Supreme Level of Attainment as This Time.  At this 

time we have that beautiful ability to achieve the Supreme State of Life, the Supreme 

State of Fullness.  Fullness means Living the Infinite Value, that is what we mean by 

Fullness. 

Dear Ones, through your devoted practices you are gaining this Supreme Level of Life, 

you are achieving Fullness, you are Mastering Eternal Light.  Very Good. 

Now Act when it is Time to Act and Rest when it is Time to Rest.  Do this to achieve 

more. 

Many Blessings.  Many Blessings. 
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March 28, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

Relationship Brings About Support 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We await the arrival of the Great Seal of Genesis.  It is a Great Tool of Light.  We will 

Enliven the Field of all Relationship.  Relationship brings about Support, Yes, Support.    

When one is in close relations with another, one offers support.  Support Emerges 

automatically out of the Enlivenment of Relationship.  The parent supports the child, the 

close friend supports the friend, the husband supports the wife.  Yes, the closer the 

relationship, the more profound the relationship, the greater the support offered.  In this 

way we see that enlivenment of the Blessed Value of Relationship brings about a stream, 

a Current of Support—personal support, upliftment, increased prosperity, increased 

assistance in every aspect of life. 

Finding the correct path, the correct direction in life; this comes through this Value of 

Support—the proper career, the most fruitful investments, the deepest personal 

connections. 

Dear Ones, this Emerges out of the Enlivenment of Relationship brought about by our 

Blessed new Tools of Genesis—our Blessed Great Seal of Genesis, our Blessed Pocket 

Seal of Genesis.  These Tools bring to us a timely world of assistance, support in life, 

proper timing.  This is needed at this critical period   of Transformation, Great 

Transformation.  Yes, it is a Great Blessing, a Very Great Blessing we are receiving with 

the Emergence of our Blessed Seal. 

Very soon we will have these Blessed Tools.  They are in the hands of our Master 

Builder.  We will receive these Tools in a timely manner.  Yes, it is in the perfect timing. 

We have received great support already.  Yes, Dear Ones, much may be accomplished 

with the arrival of these new Tools. 

Now is the time to continue our Practices in the Techniques of the Art of Creating; the 

Art of Creating and the Art of Ability.  It is through these Blessed Techniques of Eternal 

Light that we gain ability to master the Blessings of this Era of Eternal Light.  Yes, it is 

Great Knowledge.  We are Blessed with the timing of this Great Knowledge.  Very good.  

We will end now with the Technique of the Personal Pathway.   

Many Blessings.  
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April 4, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

The Path is Clear 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We have heard about a Treasure Chest.  We have heard the reports of a beautiful  

Treasure available to All—All who follow the Instructions of the Path.  The Path has 

been Charted, the Map has been Drawn.  We are the fortunate ones.  Great Pathfinders 

have come before us to offer their experience; to offer their Knowledge of the best route, 

the shortest route, the most secure route.  These are the Great Blessings left to us by the 

Ones with Vision.  Those Great Ones who traveled this Path, the Ones with Vision who 

found the Way, the Ones who located the best route and the Ones who identified those 

Tools which are most useful along the way.   

We are headed straight for the Goal; we have received beautiful instruction as to the 

Tools which will offer the greatest assistance in reaching our Glorious Destination.  With 

these Tools and with this Highest Guidance, we feel a great sense of confidence.  We 

experience a great confidence that we too may now achieve that beautiful prized treasure 

which was found in the past and is available today.  It gives us a great confidence, a 

security.  We are so fortunate.   

At times even the path may be obstructed, at times the river may overflow its banks and 

the walkway obstructed, at times the wild herds may be passing along and we may have 

to wait awhile.  We may have to pause and wait for the passing procession.   

At this time, Dear Ones, we have an Open Path, we have a Clear Path.  The pathway to 

the desired treasure is open to all.  We are living in this Blessed Time.  We are Blessed 

by the clear pathway.  We are Blessed by the Supreme Knowledge of the Pathway.  This 

is the Knowledge of the most direct route, the safest journey.   

And this treasure?  Now we speak of this prized treasure.  What is this treasure that we 

seek?  What is this beautiful Goal which has been sought after by all Great Ones in all 

times past?  This is the Goal of Eternal Light.  It is a life of Infinity.  It is a life of 

Supreme Attainment, brought about by the Blessed Knowledge of the Path, brought about 

by a Time when the path is clear.  This is the Supreme Treasure of Life and it is available 

now; such great fortune, such beautiful fortune.  We have the Tools, the Tools to take us 

along the path, the Tools to attain the Supreme Goal.  Very good. 
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Our Blessed Seal will arrive to assist us along the path.  We receive important assistance 

from each Tool, each Technique.  These are the Tools of the Light of Genesis, the 

Techniques of Eternal Light, the Tools and Techniques to attain the Goal of our Supreme 

Quest.  Beautiful, it is beautiful.   

Now enjoy even the path, enjoy the Blessings of the path. 

Many Blessings. 
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April 11, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

BioGenesis is For All 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Now we have arrived at a point of Great Interest.  It is the point of the responsibility of 

our Blessed Masters—Masters of the Light, Masters of the Blessed Light of Genesis, 

Masters of the Supreme Art of Creating, our Beloved Masters of Eternal Light.  Now is 

the time to spread this Great Light to All.  When you offer a BioGenesis Treatment to an 

individual you are Enlivening the Light of Genesis within that individual as well as 

within yourself and for the whole of the environment.  It is a beautiful process.   

Now we wish to spread the Light of Genesis.  For this reason we are offering this Highest 

Knowledge, the Knowledge of the Process of the Art of Creating to the world.  This 

Knowledge is for the World; spreading from the Source, the Seat of Eternal Light for All 

Mankind.  This Knowledge goes out to the world.  We are spreading the Light of 

Genesis; we are enlivening the Field of Eternal Light for all.   

As we listen to these Blessed instructions, the instructions coming to us from the Beloved 

Great Beings of Light, we Experience Profound Transformation.  Knowledge is for 

Transformation.  We have said this many times, many times. We will say this: 

Knowledge is for Transformation.  Great Knowledge is for Great Transformation.  Yes, 

this is a very profound understanding of the Structure of Creation. 

Dear Ones, in the same way we offer the Blessed BioGenesis Treatments to others, let us 

spread the influence of the Light of Genesis to all through the use of the Blessed Tools of 

Genesis on the map.  Each day, even a few minutes will enliven that Great Brilliance, that 

Sublime Brilliance, the Brilliance of the Source of Creation.  Yes, a few minutes spent 

enlivening the map will have great effects.   

Let us encourage all to take up this Great Knowledge, take up the Knowledge of the Art 

of Creating through these Blessed courses going out to every part of the world.  We are 

very Blessed to live in this time of this great technology which brings the Blessed 

Knowledge of Eternal Light from the Seat of Eternal Light and makes it simultaneously 

available to the entire world at once.  In one stroke the Knowledge is broadcast and made 

available for the Blessings of all.  It is very beautiful, so beautiful.  It is the Expression of 

the Time—even this could not have been imagined in the days of the grandparents—such 

great changes.  Like this, the enlivenment of the Process of Initial Rotations is bringing 
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about the Great Change, Great Transformation, and for this we ask for your assistance.  

Generate this change through the Global Enlivenment of Eternal Light.   

Let us have the course received by individuals from every part of the world.  In this way 

the influence is spread.  Great Knowledge is for Great Transformation.  Yes, enliven the 

Light of Genesis onto the map and, thereby create the influence of enlivenment in every 

country.  BioGenesis is for All. 

Very Good, yes it is very good.  Many Blessings. 
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April 18, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

The Course of Love and the Pocket Seal of Genesis 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

 

The Course of Love—yes, it is very Precious, Enlivening those Beams of Eternal Light 

which form the connections between all aspects of Creation. Yes, these are the Sublime 

Beams of Eternal Light, the Channels through which Life Emerges. It is through these 

Channels, these Pathways of Light, that life finds relationship with all existence, all 

Creation.  Relationship:  the Channels of Eternal Light, the Strands or Beams of Eternal 

Light, the Currents of Eternal Light.  We may use many expressions to describe this 

Great Reality.  It is this reality of the existence of the finest quality of Love which unifies 

All of Creation.  Through Love one relates with all of Creation—Relationship. 

 

In our Beloved BioGenesis Course of Love, these Channels of Light and Energy—the 

Beams of Eternal Light—will be opened to our understanding and experience.  We will 

apply the dynamics generated by our Pocket Seal of Genesis to enable our experience of 

these Beams of Eternal Light more completely and more directly.  It is the Precious Gem 

Enlivening the Mighty Channels of Relationship.  

  

There is no force greater than that of Love.  It comes as a great surprise that the most 

delicate aspect of Creation is also the most Mighty.  The Force of Love is 

insurmountable, it is invincible.  It cannot be vanquished by reason or by force.  It is 

more mighty than the forces of time and distance.  The Force of Love is the clearest 

Representation of the Totality of the Almighty Source of Creation—it permeates All, it 

Supports All of Existence.   

 

Like the current of the river, love carries life along the proper path.  While the river may 

bend this way and that way, the direction is set, the Goal is set—the river is destined to 

reach the ocean.  For all travelers, all seekers in all times, the river is the guide.   

The Blessed Beams of Eternal Light are the Guides for Creation, the Guiding Channels of 

Existence.  These Beams of Eternal Light are Enlivened for the Blessing of all of 

Creation as we move into this New Era of Existence.  Very good. 

 

The timing is a perfect expression of the Limitless Knowledge of our Blessed Great 

Universal Architect.  Very good.  It is Great Knowledge.  Very good.   

 

Now all should enjoy five minutes of the Enlivenment of the Blessed Personal Pathway 

of Life. 

 

Many Blessings. 
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April 25, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

Kindness Is Essential 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are working together.  Always we should remember this very basic point of 

instruction—we work together.  Together we generate the atmosphere for this great 

change—together.  It is a beautiful point.  Kindness is Essential.  The manner in which 

we govern our speech is essential to the rapid pace of progress.  Discord slows the entire 

process.  Discord puts a wrinkle in the Heart and the Heart is the engine of Life.  

Kindness is the super fuel which accelerates one’s own pace and boosts the quality of the 

environment.   

As we make great changes in the world, we must take extra measures to insure that the 

elements we are contributing at this particular time are most beneficial to positivity and 

harmony.  We are promoting the most powerful, yet most delicate, level of life.  For this, 

we must generate a proper environment—an environment supportive of this Pure Light.  

We generate an influence of happiness, peacefulness, cooperation.  We establish a good 

habit of behavior.   

Why is this so important at this time?  Ah, yes, beautiful.  Now we see the connection 

with the Knowledge of our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating.   

There is great importance in the angle of entry.  As the rocket ship re-enters the 

atmosphere, the angle is of great significance.  Any error in the angle, any slight 

deviation, and the whole thing may become a disaster.  The whole thing may be thrown 

off if there is any error at that critical point of entry.   

We are at the Critical Point of Entry of a New Atmosphere.  As we leave one atmosphere 

and enter a new one, the angle of approach is of great significance.  What we generate 

now, and for the course of this critical time of change, will determine the results—the 

entire structure of the new atmosphere.  The entire quality of the New Era is greatly 

affected by the angle of entry.  The point where the diver leaves the board, this is the 

critical point and will set the course for the comfortable entry into the water.  The angle 

determines the entry, whether there is a smooth entry or a giant splash.  These factors are 

determined by those moments before the entry.   

As Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, your thoughts and feelings have great impact 

on the world.  You have received training in the Techniques of Creating, the Techniques 
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which are performed on the level of the Source of Creation.  The influence of your 

thoughts and speech travel far and possess great strength and energy.  The direction and 

quality of your feelings carries great impact.  Just as we perform our work with the 

Blessed Tools of Genesis, we must realize that we, ourselves, are Great Tools of the 

Light of Genesis.  Our feelings and thoughts have great influence.   

Let harmony be at the basis of speech.  In this way, speech becomes a Great Tool of the 

Light.  We are all assisting in the Emergence of this Great Light—Eternal Light.  We 

apply all our Knowledge to this Blessed task—this great responsibility which we have 

accepted.   

Our Blessed Wand of Genesis smooths the sharpness of speech.  If one finds sharpness or 

anger emerging, one may sit comfortably for a few minutes with the Blessed Wand.  The 

Wand settles the fluctuations of the Heart and this will calm the flames of temper.  Good. 

Now we will practice our Blessed Technique of the Personal Pathway. 

Very Good.  Many Blessings. 
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May 2, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

The Wand is a Mighty Tool of Transformation 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are Blessed to enter this time of the Great Transformation.  It is a Great Shift, a shift 

in the quality of existence for all.  Actions performed during this critical time of entry 

will have far-reaching effects.  Actions performed at this time will render Waves of Great 

Magnitude spreading across Creation.  These Waves of Influence travel across Time and 

Distance.    

We are generating Great Waves of Purity with our Blessed Holy Water.  Water is the 

Blessed Carrier of Life.  Encoded into our Great Master Tool of Life is the Sequence 

Code of Purity.  It is the Initial Sequence Code of Life.  This Holy Water carries the 

Initial Patterns of Life, emerging from the Source of Creation.  Fullness of Life is 

encoded into this Holy Water.  The Individual Pattern, the Individual Sequence Code for 

the Fullness of Life, is encoded into our Blessed Holy Waters.  It is very Beautiful.  In 

this way we are creating Great Waves of Influence.   

To enliven these Initial Patterns of Life sends Great Waves of Purity into Creation.  All 

of Creation rejoices as these Initial Designs get re-Awakened.  We are Awakening the 

Initial Designs through the Enlivenment of the memory of the Sublime Process of Initial 

Rotations, as this process Emerges into Existence.  These are the Initial Impulses of 

Individual Existence.  The Holy Waters are Encoded through the Enlivenment of Initial 

Rotations with the Initial Impulses Arising from the Source of Creation.  It is very 

Beautiful.   

Our Blessed work with our Master Tools of Light is Enlivening Creation.  This is a 

Critical Time—Entry into the Great Transformation.  It is highly sensitive.  The actions 

of today have far-reaching impact, far-reaching.  We continue our work as the Masters of 

Creating, the Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis.   

Dear Ones, soon we will have our Blessed Tool to enliven the Infinite Value of 

Relationship, our Blessed Great Seal of Genesis.  Yes, good.   

Now—the Wand is a Mighty Tool of Transformation.  With this Tool we will smooth the 

rough areas; we will bridge the gaps, connecting the gaps.  Yes, in a Time of 

Transformation it is necessary to progress smoothly.  Very good.  It is very good. 
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Place daily a desire under the Translator and the Amplifier.  We will maximize the results 

by acting during this time.  We will send Great Waves throughout Creation.  This, Dear 

Ones, is Your Occupation.  You are Masters of the Great Light of Genesis.  It is to you 

that responsibility rests for charting the course for all.  You are setting the direction for 

time to follow.  Such a responsibility is a Great Blessing.  Yes, it is a Great Blessing.  

Beautiful.  Many Blessings.   

Let us offer our next few minutes to Enlivening the Personal Pathway with the Source of 

Creation.   

Good, Blessings. 
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May 9, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

Light is a Mighty Magnet 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

As the clouds break and the Radiant Beams streak through Illuminating patches on the 

surface, all attention will be drawn to those areas of Intense Brilliance.  It is such a 

contrast, such a contrast.  There has been darkness everywhere.  Even as the clouds have 

thinned, still the Light is very diffuse and subtle.  From the complete darkness of night to 

the subtle appearance of a softly Glowing Light, as the clouds begin to diffuse, this 

already Dear Ones, is a great accomplishment—from darkness to a thin Glow of Light—

from  darkness so complete that is was not possible to find the Path.  At that time one 

placed with great faith one foot in front of the other, never knowing what lay ahead.  It 

required great faith to attempt to find the path in the darkness of night.   

But now, Dear Ones, there is a soft Glow of Light which has spread throughout Creation.  

It is the Blessed Light of Genesis, a Radiance so powerful as to lift the heavy weight of 

darkness and bring about the Process which has led us to this Precious time in history.  It 

is a time when the Full Value of Eternal Radiance may Emerge first, sending Brilliant 

Streaks onto the surface of Existence.  These streaks appear in locations where the clouds 

have fully separated.   

Cindy: 

Then he paused quite a long time, and then, eventually, he continued and said: 

Lantos: 

You, Dear Ones, are responsible for separating the clouds.  The cloud cover is dispelled 

by your practices.  As the Light increases gradually one will not notice great change.  

Slowly and gradually the level of Light increases in the environment and the 

surroundings become more and more visible.  One can begin to see farther.  One can see 

across increased distance to make better decisions on the path to choose.  Yes, this is the 

progression of the Light, the Emergence of the Blessed Light of Genesis in Creation.  It 

spreads.   

In certain areas this process is accelerated.  You, Dear Ones, are the Great Accelerators, 

the Great Cosmic Generators.  Through your Mighty Presence and your actions the Light 

increases by a highly accelerated rate. 
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Cindy: 

And then he paused again for a long time, then he continued: 

Lantos: 

Now, let us consider an important point.  As the Light, the Full Value of Light, begins to 

streak down in Brilliant Beams, all attention is drawn to those areas of Full Illumination.  

This means, Dear Ones, you will find much attention being directed toward your actions, 

your words, your life.   

Light is a Mighty Magnet, a Mighty Magnet attracting the attention of all—just as all stop 

to look at the area which is engulfed in Brilliance when the other areas are still only 

partially lit.   

The soft light has already been generated for all Creation.   Now we will see the Mighty 

Streaks of Brilliance beginning to Emerge. 

Many Blessings. 
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May 16, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

Love is the Mightiest Power 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We will be receiving soon our Blessed Seals of Genesis.  Soon we will begin our training 

to enliven the Relationships of Eternal Light.  When we speak of Relationships of Eternal 

Light, we are speaking of the Relationships of the Beams of Eternal Light.  These 

Radiant Beams of Eternal Light are not new, they have always existed.  These Beams of 

Eternal Light have existed since the Inception of Creation.  But, just as the Mighty Light 

from the Sun has been obscured by the layers of clouds, these Blessed Radiant Beams of 

Eternal Light have remained hidden and beyond experience in day-to-day life.   

As the clouds break, the Streaking Rays of Light will fall upon the surface, Illuminating 

with a Blinding Brilliance.  That which has remained unseen for aeons will be seen.   

We are to gain Mastery of the Beams of Eternal Light, Mastery of the Relationships of 

Eternal Light.  And, the Blessed fruit of this ability?  Love.  Love Emerges as the 

Sublime Fruit of the Enlivenment of the Relationship of the Radiant Beams of Eternal 

Light.  Love is the mightiest power.  Where there is Love all doors are open.  Where 

there is Love, the impossible becomes possible.   

This, Dear Ones, is the year for the Great Transformation, Great Change.  Great change 

comes on the basis of direct experience.   

As we continue our daily practices with the Art of Creating, our Blessed BioGenesis 

sessions, our practices with all of the Tools and Techniques of Eternal Light, we are 

rapidly dispelling the remaining clouds.  That which was difficult becomes easy, just as 

any new skill is acquired.  Today we can do that which yesterday we could not.   

Today we will begin an exercise in Creating.  This exercise may be performed by our 

Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating with the Techniques of Creating.  It may also be 

performed by any individual with the BioTranslator and BioAmplifier.  We each will 

select eight different desires.  Write these desires on paper.  Now, for all, we will place 

these desires under our Translator with the Amplifier positioned in the direction of either 

a Pyramid of Genesis or the Capitol of the Nation.   
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The Capitol of the Nation is the Seat of the Head of the Nation.  Even if the Leader of the 

Nation departs, the Seat remains.  It is the Seat of Power.  The Throne remains even if the 

King departs to the next village.  Yes, in this way, the Seat remains.   

You may also position the Amplifier in the direction of our Beloved Seat of Eternal 

Light.  Yes, this is the Seat of Eternal Light, the home of the Blessed Great Central 

Translator—the location of Blessings from the Great Hosts of Light, the Great Beings of 

Light.  Good. 

We will discuss these desires more next week.  For now, place the paper under the 

Translator and make the call for the Fulfillment of these desires.  Good. 

For our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, you may use these eight desires 

appropriately in your Blessed practices—the Techniques of the Art of Creating.  Yes. 

Now, we will practice together our Technique of the Personal Pathway. 

Many Blessings. 
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May 23, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

This is Our Period of Training 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is the flash of Light which catches the attention.  Yes, we are speaking of the Beams of 

Eternal Light, those Radiant Initial streaks of Light which carry the Full Value of the 

Sun’s Radiance.  In these initial flashes we find the entirety of Knowledge contained.  

The full Knowledge of the sun is contained in these initial Beams of Eternal Light.  And 

in these Beams, we find the direction, the course which is established, for the coming era 

of full sun—the Era of Eternal Light. We find the total package of Knowledge contained 

in the initial brilliance of the Radiant Beams of Eternal Light.   

In times past, it has been said that the Almighty God is Light.  What is meant by this is 

that the experience of that Sublime Source of All Creation is the experience of that Level 

of Existence of Eternal Light in which the Radiant Beams of Eternal Light are initialized?  

Yes, you see?  We see the term initialized coming at the very beginning.  This is the 

correct meaning of the word Initialized.  It means, “out of this comes the beginning”.  It 

is the suitable description for the Beginning of Creation.  Through the steps of Initial 

rotations, the Radiant Beams of Eternal Light are initialized. Yes.  And this entire process 

originates in Light.  It is Beautiful.  And for our practice now with our eight desires—

there is a significance to our selection of the number eight, for it is out of the Eight 

Rotations of Light that Creation Emerges—we are now placing our eight desires under 

our Translator and our Amplifier and each day we make a call for the Fulfillment of these 

Eight Principal Desires. 

Have we all begun this practice? 

Cindy: 

And I said to him that probably everybody who heard the last week’s message had 

written down eight and is probably doing it right now.  Then he continued: 

Lantos: 

And, for our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, we will take these desires as our 

Tools for Creating.  It is through the Process of Relationship that the gap becomes filled 

with Light—that space which separates—that which was before dark and the vision could 

not penetrate.  The experience was blind to the Value of Relationship.  Now we will bring 
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in the Light.  We will fill the space which separates with Light.  This is the Blessed 

experience of Love.  We will Enliven the Sublime Value of Love in our Course of Love.   

Very Good. 

As you make your calls, sit quietly, sit quietly.  Then, you may speak out or you may 

silently place the request for the fulfillment of these desires.  As the Light increases there 

comes a point when this Blessed Process of Creating becomes visible.  In broad daylight, 

that which was obscured becomes visible.  Until then, the vision may come in momentary 

glimpses, but in the Full Radiance of Light, the Process of Creating is seen clearly.  It is 

the Process of Initialization.  We are so very fortunate to live at this Precious time.  It is 

the moment of transition.  It is referred to as the Great Transformation.  What a Blessed 

Transformation for all.  And your work and service is for this Blessed Transformation for 

all. 

It is very good, very good. 

We will sit now and today we will make our calls for the fulfillment of the eight desires.  

This is our period of training.  In the training period we practice our techniques, we refine 

our skills. We will do this now together. 

Many Blessings.  Let us begin. 
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May 30, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

We are Enlivening the Level of Celestial Communication 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is such a Great Blessing, a Great Blessing, to regain memory.  We are awakening the 

memory which was sleeping.  The Sun was hidden behind the clouds for such a long 

period of time and now we are enjoying the Blessed experience of the parting of the 

clouds and the Re-Emergence of the Warmth and Brilliance of the Sun.  Every day the 

clouds are lessening.  Every day the Light increases. And you, Dear Ones, are in 

possession of the Blessed Tools and Techniques for this Era of Eternal Light.  The most 

powerful solar panels can only function minimally if sufficient sunlight is not present.  

But in the presence of the full sun, these same massive generators of energy perform with 

maximum effectiveness and results.   

Like this, Dear Ones, we have sent the Blessed Tools of Genesis to all parts of the world 

and, as the days pass and the clouds are further removed, the Blessed Sunlight shines 

brighter and brighter, allowing for new experiences to be generated with the same 

Blessed Tools.   In the Presence of Eternal Light, our Beloved Tools and Techniques of 

Eternal Light are capable of results beyond what is imagined as possible. You are in 

possession of the Great Tools of the New Era—the Great Knowledge of the Era of 

Eternal Light.  It is Beautiful.   

Our Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating, our Beloved Masters of the Light of 

Genesis—Precious Beacons of Eternal Light.  In our Practices with our eight desires, we 

are Enlivening the Level of Celestial Communication—it is Cosmic Communication.  

This is our Blessed BioTranslator.  We are issuing our Calls through the loudspeaker.  

The loudspeaker, which delivers the intent to the appropriate Cosmic Department—this is 

the efficiency of Cosmic Communication.  We are Enlivening Eight Values, Eight 

Desires.   

We will continue this practice for the month leading to our Blessed Master’s Conference 

of Eternal Light.  We are clearing the Cosmic Channels of Communication.  Very Good.  

We will clear the Channels of Cosmic Communication.   

And our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating—Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, 

perform the Creating Techniques daily, using these eight desires—eight desires.  Good. 

Now, let us have this performance structuring the clear Channels of Cosmic 

Communication. 
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Many Blessings Dear Ones.        
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June 6, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

BioGenesis Has Come as a Beacon to Illumine the Path 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are Blessed with Illumined Vision.  Illumined Vision is the direct experience of the 

great Cosmic Plane of Existence.  It is the experience of Vision Illumined by the Light of 

Genesis, saturated with the Light of Genesis.  When the experiences are absorbed in the 

Sublime Radiance of the Light of Genesis, this Dear Ones, is Illumined Vision.  

As the doors open, as the clouds part, the Light shines with great brilliance.  It is this 

brilliant Radiance which opens the doors for all achievements.  How simple it is to follow 

the path in the light of day, when all landmarks are easily seen.  But remove the light and 

even the most detailed map becomes a great challenge to follow.  One will turn here and 

exert great amounts of energy believing this to be the way, only to learn that, in fact, this 

turn was not the correct path. 

Once off the charted path, the maps are of little use.  One must go in many directions—

go here, go there—in an effort to return to the path.  It requires great effort and little 

progress is made.  There is little enjoyment in such a journey.  One is always concerned 

that any step taken may lead one into unforeseen danger and hardship.  BioGenesis has 

come as the Beacon to Illumine the Path.  The Light of Genesis shines with Sublime 

Brilliance.  Cells which have lost their way find great relief as the Blessed Flame of 

Genesis casts the Light which Illumines all.  We introduce the Light of Genesis to dispel 

the darkness.   

Modern medicine is a great tool; it is a tool to bring about a correction to the path.  The 

correct path was lost and the medicines act to alter the state.  It is a great asset to the 

individual who has stumbled in the darkness and met with an obstacle which offers great 

resistance.  We offer our thanks to the existence of the technologies which strive for 

correction—strive for correction.   

Now, Dear Ones, in these days of the Great Transformation, we have received the 

Sublime Blessing of BioGenesis, whose role it is to structure perfection.  BioGenesis is 

for perfection. Illumined Vision in such a manner that all obstacles are seen in plain view 

and may be easily avoided.  We do not even refer to these things which are present along 

the path as an obstacle anymore.   
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Let us consider this point—within a room we have simply a table with chairs.  Now, even 

though one may have never visited this room before, it is of no concern to walk past the 

table effortlessly without consequence.  One may even look to the walls of the room to 

enjoy the lovely paintings as one passes through the room.  One may appreciate the large 

potted plant situated on the other side of the table.   

However, if one removes the light from this unknown room, one may encounter all forms 

of obstacles and injuries.  One may find oneself tangled in the mass of legs of the chairs, 

or one may run into the sharp corner of the table in an effort to go in a clear direction.  

One may find oneself falling into the plant and may think that, surely now, one has left 

the safety of the house and is in a jungle.  All of this may cause panic and discomfort and, 

on top of this, one misses the lovely paintings entirely.  The same environment, same 

path, may generate completely different results based on the Presence of Illumined 

Vision. 

And this, Dear Ones, this is what we receive with the use of our Blessed Tools of 

Genesis, our Master Tools of Eternal Light.  Dear Ones, we are in possession of the 

Treasures of Ages.  It is time now for Illumined Vision.  Practice well your Blessed 

Techniques. 

Many Blessings. 
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June 13, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

There Will Be Great Shifts 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

The tide is rolling in; the Waves of Transformation are rolling in around the World.  It is 

a Global Transformation whose effects are felt by all quarters of Creation. We are in the 

process of the experience of the Waves of Change.  As the Wave comes in many objects 

will be relocated.  Objects, policies, the way life is conducted—these things will be 

shifted:  Shifted, Transformed.  There will be Great Shifts.   

It is through your Process of Creating, the Blessed Tools and Techniques of Eternal 

Light, that these Waves are received with greater ease and comfort.  The Light is rapidly 

increasing; the preparations are critical.  The actions taken before the Waves arrive in full 

have great significance on the resulting outcome.  The preparations taken before the 

arrival of a storm will determine the outcome of the town to a great degree.  It is for this 

reason that we have called for this Blessed Assembly of Light, the Masters Conference of 

Eternal Light.   

During these days, we will make the critical preparations for the Great Transformation.  It 

is during this time that we will issue Knowledge for the smooth process of 

Transformation.  It is of great importance, great significance.  We will complete the 

instruction with a Celebration of Eternal Light on the 10th of July; it is the Day of Eternal 

Light.   

In the days leading up to our Blessed Assemblies we ask for the dedication of every 

Master of Creating, Master of the Light of Genesis, to use daily the Techniques which 

you have received—the BioGenesis Treatments and Sessions.  This is very important; it 

is of great significance to the outcome.  The Technique of the Personal Pathway, the 

Eight Desires with the Blessed Translator. 

Dear Ones, this is all we wish to express today.  Prior to the Masters Conference, it will 

be good to enjoy the Blessed Holy Water—Elixir of Life—the Great Master Tools of 

Eternal Light, the Elixir of Life and our Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light.  

It is very good.  Many Blessings. 
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June 20, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

Knowledge is for Effectiveness in Action 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Yes, we hold the key to the Great Treasure Chest of Knowledge.  Blessed Masters of the 

Art of Creating, we hold the key to the Knowledge of Creating, the Knowledge of 

Transformation.  Knowledge is not for the sake of Knowledge alone—Knowledge is for 

action; Knowledge is for effectiveness in action, success in action.  Great Knowledge is 

for Great Action. 

Now you, Dear Ones, have great Knowledge—you are equipped with the Knowledge to 

provide much assistance to all mankind, to all creation.  Yes, this is the scope and the 

reach of the Knowledge you possess.  The reach of success is limitless; the effects extend 

far beyond what is conceived.  As we experience the changes along this Path of 

Transformation, it is Essential for our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating to Offer the 

Great Actions based upon the Great Knowledge.  Much assistance may be offered to each 

nation, each town.  The weather, the economic conditions, the events occurring 

throughout the world—this is your domain of responsibility, your domain of direct 

influence.  If the fires burn, put them out; if the chaos rises, settle the air.  You are in 

possession of the great Knowledge. You will receive unsurpassed benefits in return for 

your service to the Light, which Emerges with greater and greater Brilliance each day. 

Yes, direct now the Blessed Masters on the technique for extinguishing the flames.  Like 

this, Dear Ones, you are to participate with world events.  

Knowledge is for action, Great Knowledge is for Great Action. 

Many Blessings. 
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June 27, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

Great Knowledge is Emerging with Great Speed 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are approaching the days of the Blessed Masters Conference of Eternal Light.  It is 

during these days that we will receive direction from the Blessed Great Beings of Light.  

We will receive the Blessings and the instructions from the Mighty Cosmic Beings as 

they determine the best course for these days of the Great Transformation. 

Great Knowledge is Emerging with Great Speed during these times.  It will be good to 

have available as many Tools of Eternal Light as possible, have ready your Tools of 

Genesis.  During the Conference you may be called upon to participate with your Tools.  

It will be good to position your Circle of Wheels in the room wherein you will enjoy the 

participation with the Masters Conference of Eternal Light.  Place your seat within the 

Circle of Wheels, position the Blessed Pyramid of Genesis in a prominent location.  It 

will be good to have all Tools available in the room. 

Dear Ones, we have now received our Blessed Great Seal of Genesis and Pocket Seal of 

Genesis; the Blessings of this Great Time. During our Masters Conference and Course of 

Love which follows, we will receive direction for the use of these Great Tools.  The 

Knowledge will come in the proper time.  

In preparation you may hang the Great Seal of Genesis in your Masters Conference room.  

Position your chair directly beneath the Great Seal.  Good.  These are the preparations for 

the Masters Conference.  You will participate with the Great Beings of Light.  Yes.  

Good. 

You will receive your Elixirs in the coming days.  As you prepare to drink the Holy 

Waters, hold or wear your Pendant of Eternal Light.  Good.   

Now we are ready.   

Today, Dear Ones, we will continue our practice with our Blessed Techniques of Eternal 

Light. As we approach the Beloved Masters Conference, we will notice our thoughts 

becoming stronger.  That which we think will have the immediate ability to come into 

being.  The Presence of our Beloved Great Seal of Genesis greatly amplifies the power 

and direction of our thoughts.   
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Yes, practice your Techniques of Eternal Light in the Presence of the Great Seal of 

Genesis and the Pocket Seal.  The effects will be experienced on a Cosmic Scale.   

In the coming days, you may experience changes occurring.  These changes may arrive in 

different ways.  These changes pave the way for great things to come.  Good.   

Continue the daily practices—your treatment sessions, your Techniques of Creating.  

And, Dear Ones, rest is essential.  Rest is a great preparation for the coming days of 

Eternal Light. 

Enjoy.  Blessings of Eternal Light, Blessings of Eternal Light, Blessings of Eternal Light. 
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July 18, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

The Express Path 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is a great fortune to live in this time, such a very great fortune—such beautiful 

knowledge, the Highest Knowledge.  This Knowledge puts us on the Express Path.  We 

are on the Express Path of development.  It is the direct path.   

The change experienced in these few weeks by our Precious Masters of the Light is 

change that would be experienced in Creation over millennia.  In these past weeks, the 

change, the growth, is rapid and full.   

When one is flying on the jet, one can get up; walk about in a normal fashion.  One can 

eat a meal, one may take a nap.  Like this, the activities one performs do not signal the 

fact that one is, in reality, moving at a great velocity.  The distance covered in a few short 

hours is a distance which could not be matched by years of hard effort without the tool of 

the jet.   

The key is the proper use of the tool.  A few basic instructions, a few simple instructions 

and the whole thing is a success.  One must step into the plane.  It is no good to ride on 

the outside of the jet, the Value will be lost.  Like this, Dear Ones, we follow a few 

simple instructions and, yes, we have a great success.   

Along the path, it may be difficult to judge ones progress.  It is, at most times, a process 

which occurs comfortably.  Like the jet ride, one walks about in the same manner—one 

may sip the juice—the functions remain the same, the movements remain the same.  The 

difference is in the progress, the rate of progress.  Progress is made with such great 

acceleration, such speed; the miles are passed and not even detected.  It is not the 

tiresome path that one has grown accustomed to, the path which requires great effort and 

much time.  No, we are traveling on the express way.  It is such a Great Blessing.  Time, 

it is in the Value of Knowledge.  Great Knowledge has come out of this beautiful time.   

It is important that we give our appreciation to the Beloved Great Beings of Light who 

have offered this Precious great Knowledge.  Instructions—Tools and instructions.  Yes. 

Now, Dear Ones, we have in our possession the Beloved Great Seal of Genesis and our 

Blessed Pocket Seal of Genesis.  Our Great Seal of Genesis is a mighty generator, a 

Generator of Sublime Light, the Sublime Light of Genesis; Expressed through the Ten 
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Radiant Beams of Creation.  Upon Inception, Creation was Illumined by these Blessed 

Beams of Light, Beams of Knowledge, Streams of Eternal Light.  

As we move through the changing phase of time, these Blessed Beams Emerge on the 

Surface Level of Life.  We are Gaining Mastery day by day, Mastery of the Art of 

Creating.  And through this Process, we are Enlivening all Aspects of Life—

Relationship, Wealth—All Aspects.  The Presence of the Mighty Generator Opens all 

doors.  In these Beams, these Initial Streams of Creation, we locate the Entirety of 

Creation.  Each Stream is the Expression of a Personal Pathway, a Channel through 

which Creation has Emerged.   

We are Enlivening the Totality.  The Beloved Great Seal of Genesis Enlivens the 

Totality.  It is the Value of Relationship on the Scale of Creation, the Great Beings of 

Creation, the Modes of Expression of the Source of Creation.  Yes.   

Dear Ones, to Enliven our Blessed Wheels of Genesis in the Presence of this Mighty 

Generator Offers a Brilliant Acceleration.  We are taking the jet ride.  It is the same Steps 

of Enlivenment but we are sitting comfortably on the jet ride.   

Today, we will proceed now with our Blessed Acceleration of the Wheels of Genesis.  

For this we will use our Blessed Pocket Seal of Genesis.  We will discuss further next 

week the many uses for our Blessed Pocket Seal.  Now, we will proceed step by step with 

the Enlivenment of the Great Cosmic Spheres. 

Very good.  Many Blessings. 
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July 25, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

The Pocket Seal is the Tool of Relationship 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

And you are enjoying the experience of the Phrases of Affluence?  Each week we enjoy 

the Enlivenment of the beautiful Phrases of Affluence.  These phrases enliven the 

Precious experience of the Value of Abundance, born of the relationship of fullness, with 

diversity.  One with all—the relationship of one with the Infinite Value of All.  Out of 

this rises Affluence.  It happens Automatically.  We offer a small amount of time each 

week.  This will be very good.  The results will be very good.   

Our Blessed Pocket Seal is the Tool of Relationship.  In this Tool, we find the ability for 

the development of the highest level of relationship on the localized level.  What do we 

mean by this?  Relationship is a mighty force which ties together all existence, all 

Creation.  It flows through all, Blessing all.  Out of this universal Value of Relationship 

we find the Dynamics of the localized Value of Relationship Emerging on the individual 

level of daily life.  This is the domain of the Blessed Pocket Seal of Genesis.  The effect 

is not localized.  The effect generated spreads across far distances.  What is localized is 

the direct organization of all objects in the surroundings for the maximum support of the 

individual.  It is for the maximum support of the individual and may be realized in the 

coming together of certain specific forces, certain individuals, as the influence of the 

relationship brings great Value to the lives of each individual.   

Holding the Pocket Seal of Genesis in the left hand, one may pick up the Blessed 

BioTranslator in the right.  Now, generate a specific desire—the desire for a specific 

relationship.  It may be the relationship of Love, a desire for good relationships within the 

workplace.  A student may desire that he be delivered to the best teacher, the one who 

will bring the greatest influence and impart the highest knowledge of life.  Yes.   

Desires may be placed in many ways.  The complete Cosmic Value of Relationship gets 

Enlivened through the practice of the Enlivenment of the Great Cosmic Spheres, the 

Wheels of Genesis.  This practice will enliven the full range of the Great Spheres of 

Existence.   

Let us experience this Blessed process again, now. 

Very good, Dear Ones, very good. 

Many Blessings.     
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August 1, 2012 

Master Lantos  

 

We Stir the Waters 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,   

We are Blessed with Knowledge.  We are Blessed with the Tools and Techniques of the 

Highest Order.  Every day, life is lived.  Each day, we are Blessed with the opportunity 

for great advancement—great advancement.   

In this process, we stir up the waters—we stir the waters, which causes the impurities to 

surface.  In a stale pond, some impurities float along the surface; others sink to the 

bottom of the pond.  These impurities may reside in the pond, affecting the balance of the 

entire system, while remaining hidden.  By introducing fresh waters, this stirs up the 

system.  When new waters are added—fresh waters, clear waters—at first the pond 

appears more murky.  How is this, we say?  We are supplying clear water, and the result 

appears to be an increase in murkiness, an increase in cloudiness.   

At this point, the reaction may be to stop adding the fresh water.  It is at this stage that the 

Guide is needed.  This is the great Value of the Guide, the Teacher, the Master:  One who 

has traveled this path before.  The Master comes along, just at the proper instances, to 

say, “Just a moment, that which is occurring is progress; it is the natural path of progress.  

Only, at certain stages the progress may be concealed, the progress may be clouded.”  

The one experienced with the path comes along to say, “Don’t be concerned; continue.  

Even in this moment, when things appear clouded, the great progress is being 

accomplished.”  The Master may add a few simple things:  some tablets here and there to 

help dissolve the murky substance. 

Like this, Dear Ones, on this Beloved Path of Progress there will be alternating moments 

of clarity—moments of brilliance—along with what we know to be the process of the 

removal of the unwanted substances.  The Blessed Master, or Guide, may come along to 

offer some valuable techniques:  some simple things which can be done here and there, to 

assist one along the rapid path of progress.   

Dear Ones, as the Light shines with the streaks of Brilliant Illumination, the Teacher is 

also required.  Even these blinding streaks of Full Radiance may be received as a great 

shock.  The whole of the society has been immersed in the swampy darkness for ages, 

functioning in the dimmest of light.  And, to receive the blinding, opening streaks may be 

received with dismay and concern.  Until one has traveled the path, one is new to the 

experiences which come along.   
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Dear Ones, as Masters of the Blessed Light of Genesis, many experiences have been 

opened to you.  We have been Blessed with the Emergence of Great Knowledge, Great 

Techniques, and Great Tools of the Blessed Light of Genesis.  With these Tools and 

Techniques, we Accelerate the pace by great leaps.  As Masters, you may assist many 

others with the process, and offer your assistance on the level of the Tools of Genesis, as 

well as on the level of understanding.  Your work generates great effects for all.  

Continue your daily work with the Blessed Tools of Genesis.   

Dear Ones, the Blessed Wheels of Genesis carry the energy of our Blessed Celestial 

Sphere; the Great Sphere of our Existence is reflected in the Precious collection of these 

27 Values.  Each Value contains Fullness; each Value is required for the Emergence of 

Fullness in Life.  That is the reason we will devote some time each week to the Process of 

the Enlivenment of each Value.  It is at this stage in the Path that these Values of 

Enlivenment are required.  Each Precious Technique with the Wheels of Genesis is like a 

tablet to dissolve the unwanted substance, to Influence not only our personal system, but 

also the Great Cosmic System—to Influence, to Uplift, to Enliven.   

Very good.  Many Blessings. 
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August 8, 2012 

 

Master Lantos 

 

Vision 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Vision—this is the direction which was offered by our Beloved Great Cosmic Architect, 

the one with Universal Vision.  Vision for All—Vision for all things, all happenings, all 

action at once.  We are developing the beautiful finer levels of Vision.  Yes. 

Dear Ones, Vision is a Reflection of that which sees.  The seer gets expressed in the 

vision and that which is seen influences the seer—it goes both ways.  The seer generates 

the vision and the vision, in turn, influences the seer.  The artist paints, the painting is the 

expression of the viewpoint of the artist.  The vision of the artist is expressed in the 

painted works.  As the vision changes, the paintings change.  We can see the vast 

differences expressed by each painter, even; we may find the differences in our own 

experiences.   

How clear, how bright, how inspiring everything appears on some days when we are 

feeling awake and full of energy.  On some other days, the clouds seem to dominate and 

our vision is uninspiring and even, we may not notice our friend as we pass on the street.  

The range of our perception decreases and correspondingly our experience of living, our 

personal condition, becomes limited.  To expand our vision is to expand our experience 

of life on a Fundamental Level.   

And what of the vast cosmic regions, the infinite display of objects in Creation?  These 

objects—the galaxies, the stars, the planets, the creatures—these objects are Reflections 

of the Totality, Reflections of the Source of Creation.  Just as the painting is the 

Reflection of the artist, the entire array of Creation is a Reflection of the Sublime 

Brilliance of the Beloved Source of Creation.   

Our Precious Techniques of the Personal Pathway is a personal link to this process of the 

expression of Creation.  The Blessed Techniques of the Art of Creating develop within us 

that very process through which all of Creation Emerges.  It is beautiful Knowledge, a 

beautiful process. 

Dearest Masters of the Blessed Art of Creating, we practice the Enlivenment of the Great 

Cosmic Spheres for the reason of Enlivening each aspect of Creation within our own 

personal experience, on the level of our perception.  The process is for ourselves as well 
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as for Creation.  The process expands our ability for experience, our ability for 

perception, as well as, enlivens those aspects in Creation—the Blessed 27 Cosmic 

Spheres.   

Now, as we enliven these Spheres, it is of great significance to have present our Blessed 

Great Seal of Genesis.  This Great Seal is the expression of all Personal Pathways, all of 

the initial Radiant Beams of Light.  Yes, Yes.  

We perform our BioGenesis Treatment Sessions as well as our Blessed Practices with the 

Techniques of Eternal Light in the presence of our Blessed Great Seal of Genesis. 

Very good. 

Now, let us awaken these Precious 27 Spheres within our awareness. 

Very good.  Let us begin. 
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August 15, 2012 

Master Lantos 

 

Most Cherished Time in History 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Today we will describe the Blessed Process of the Enlivenment of the Great Cosmic 

Spheres.  As we enliven the Value of Relationship for each Sphere, we are Enlivening 

that specific set of Creation, both within Creation and within ourselves.  Yes, those Great 

Galaxies of Light—the collection of multitudes of stars and regions, the vast elements of 

Creation—have a Reflection within the structure of the individual.   

There is an expression which says, “that which is present without may also be located 

within”.  There is great wisdom in this saying.  What is described by this beautiful 

expression is the Value of Relationship, the Value of Infinite Connectivity, Infinite 

Relationship.  Everything in Creation—all Diversity, all Existence—all may be located 

within the individual.  As the Individual Awareness Expands, the Blessings of the 

Universe rise up to greet and support the individual.  This, Dear Ones, this is our practice 

with the Blessed Wheels of Genesis.  Yes.   

We are Enlivening the Blessed Values of the Great Spheres of Creation, the Blessed 27 

Regions of Creation.  We are Enlivening these Values; both on the level of the individual, 

as well as on the Level of the Universe.  It is a Blessing for Creation.  It is a Blessing for 

our own individual Existence.  A Great Blessing. 

Each Wheel is of great Value and, together, they form a complete expression of Creation; 

a beautiful expression of Creation. 

Dear Ones, this is the Sublime Value of the Blessed Tools of Genesis.  Today, the great 

dynamics of the cosmic regions are reflected in the Precious technology of the Tools of 

the Light of Genesis.  The Blessings of these Great Tools of Light have Emerged at this 

time of Creation.  It is the Blessed Value of Time and its relationship with Knowledge.  

Knowledge comes in the proper time.   

As we experience today each Blessed Value of the cosmic regions, consider for a 

moment the great fortune we have to be living in this most cherished time in history.  

This, Dear Ones, is the Blessed Great Transformation, and your activities and service to 

the Light of Genesis is structuring the coming Era of Eternal Light.   

Yes.  Many Blessings. 
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August 22, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Cosmic Beings of Force 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are today enjoying the Presence of the Cosmic Beings of Force. We will describe 

them as the Blessed Beings of Transformation.  During the continuing process of change, 

Earth is Blessed to receive the attention and assistance of multitudes of the Great Beings 

of Light.  We enjoy the Presence today in Earth's atmosphere of a collection of the 

Mighty Beings of Force.  

Now Dear Ones, when we use the term “Force” we refer to that level of Creation whose 

range of influence penetrates every substance, every object, in Creation. Force is that 

superior power which guides.  The Presence of the Cosmic Beings of Force assists Earth 

with the process of change.  Force is Life.  Force generates the ability to accomplish the 

mission of life, the direction of life.  Force gathers together, brings together, the 

necessary parts required for progress.  Force unifies the various and diverse aspects of 

life and channels them into the most useful direction.  Yes, Force unifies. 

It is said strength is in unity, unification of the parts.  Yes, each part must work to 

become individually strong, but the greatest strength Emerges only under the banner of 

unification.  The weaknesses dissolve; the individual weaknesses are uplifted by the 

greater Presence of the Force of Totality.  

Change:  Changes Dear Ones, which would not be possible on one's own, may be 

accomplished as the great tide rises and uplifts all.  It is the tide and force of unity. We 

may refer to this process of upliftment as the Receiving of Blessings.  Blessings:  

Blessings shower upon the State of Unity.  The State of Unity attracts Blessings.  Unity:  

Unity of the Values of Life—the Mental, the Physical, the Spiritual.   

For this reason, Dear Ones, we have received the Techniques to establish the relationship 

between these various Levels of Life.  It is out of relationship that Unity Emerges, Unity 

Blossoms. 

Relationship with the 27 Cosmic Spheres develops a Cosmic State of Unity.  For our day 

to day existence, development of this Cosmic State of Unity offers direct results; direct 

Blessings, we shall say, onto the plane of daily existence.  In this manner a Cosmic Level 

of Change, a Great Transformation, will bring great changes to all levels of life; life, 

daily life.   
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As we practice the Techniques of Relationship with the 27 Great Cosmic Spheres, we are 

simultaneously bringing about the greatest levels of change to our individual level of 

living. 

We offer our deep appreciation to the Cosmic Beings of Force.  And now, at this time, we 

will engage in our practice of the Enlivenment of the Great Cosmic Spheres.   

Beautiful.  Beautiful. 

Many Blessings, Dear Ones. 
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August 29, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Changing Dynamics 

 
Lantos: 

Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating; Greetings, 

The Vision is beautiful, it is a beautiful Vision.   

The Changing Dynamics, the restructuring of the Dynamics of Creation—restructuring 

and resurfacing.  Resurfacing means uncovering that which has been hidden, obscured, 

for many millennia. 

Through the practices of the Precious Techniques of Creating, the Techniques of Eternal 

Light, we are restructuring the Dynamics of Creation.  During this period of Great 

Change, Complete Change—it is change born of the very nature of Creation.  Such great 

change can only be possible through the design and support of the great quality of Time.  

It is the Time.   

Our Precious Tools Emerge Out of the Sublime State of Eternal Light through the support 

of the mechanics of Time.  Our Beloved Tools of Genesis, our Beloved 27 Great Cosmic 

Spheres, our Precious Master Tools of the Light of Genesis Emerge to Fulfill the Role of 

Time and the Design of Creation.  Our Beloved Great Seal and Pocket Seal come to us in 

this Blessed Year of Transformation.  In these Precious Tools we find the Mechanics of 

Eternal Light, supportive, to bring about change. 

Cindy: 

And Lantos paused for a very long time, right then, for at least a minute, and he was just 

standing and then he continued. 

Lantos: 

Our Beloved Great Seal is a Master Tool of Change.  The dynamics of the Process of 

Initial Rotations are found Awakened in such a clear and beautiful manner.  It is the 

Enlivenment of Fullness, the Awakening of the finest aspects of Creation, the 

Enlivenment of the Precious level of the Source of Creation.  Out of this beautiful 

collection comes the Radiant Light of Initial Rotations.  It is the collection of the Beams 

of Eternal Light radiating outward, into Creation.  Do you see? 

Emanating out of each point of the tips of the BioTrinities, we find the Radiant Beams of 

Eternal Light.  The Beams of Eternal Light are the superhighway along which travel the 

assemblies of Initial Rotation—Packets of Initial Rotations.  Yes, it is beautiful. 
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The Light generated, the Knowledge generated and expressed by our Precious Tools—the 

Knowledge of the Aeons, the ability for the greatest of deeds—is available to All today.  

We are the fortunate ones, Blessed with the Knowledge of Fullness, the Supreme 

Knowledge of Fullness and the Sublime Experience of the Source of Creation. 

Dear Ones, for this we always offer our deepest thanks. 

Many Blessings. 

Let us continue today with our Enlivenment of the Blessed Collection of the Great 

Cosmic Spheres. 

Blessings. 
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September 5, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Blessed Vision Technique 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

A thunderbolt blasts with mighty force, dazzling force.  The rays emitted by such a force 

may be painful even, to the weak eyes, the untrained eyes.  This is the role of Vision.  In 

preparation for the Brilliant Illumination, we are opening our experience to this mighty 

light.  This, Dear Ones, is our practice.  This is our practice with our Precious Tools of 

Genesis.  This is our practice with our Techniques of Creating and; specifically, this is 

our practice with the Blessed Vision Technique, offered to us during the Blessed Masters 

Conference of Eternal Light. 

Even if we do not see the Light itself, it is that Sublime Radiance of Eternal Light which 

Transforms.  We may not see the Light itself; however, by Virtue of the Presence of the 

Radiance, all Objects are made Visible.  We may not always Locate the Source of Light 

in the room, but by Virtue of the Presence of Light, all Objects may be Seen.  Yes.   

With our daily Techniques and Practices with the Precious Tools of Genesis, we are 

strengthening our ability to perform action in the brightness of Light.  Yes, Dear Masters 

of the Light of Genesis, this is the role of Masters of the Light of Genesis, ones skilled in 

action in the brilliance of the Light of Genesis.  We have the Precious Tools; these are the 

Tools to direct the Light of Genesis; directing the flow of energy in specific ways.   

The Technique of Vision is to strengthen overall functioning in the Light of Genesis, 

one’s overall ability to perform action.  Yes.  In our Blessed practices with the 27 Wheels 

of Genesis, we direct the Precious Genesis Energy into the 27 Great Spheres of Creation.  

Yes. 

Does everyone have this Blessed Knowledge of the Technique of Vision and the 

Knowledge of the Enlivenment of the 27 Cosmic Spheres? 

Cindy: 

And at that point Lantos paused and I believed that that was a question he was asking, so 

I answered, and I said that I knew that everybody who had been on the Course, taking the 

Course, would have that Technique and would also have the Techniques of the Wheels.  

But then he said, 
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Lantos: 

Good.  If some do not have this Knowledge, let us offer it again.  Yes, the Technique of 

Vision is very simple, very simple.  We do this practice before bed.  Yes.  Good.  Let us 

fix a time to offer this Knowledge again.  Let us now enjoy the 27 Great Cosmic Spheres. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 12, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Sound is a Most Basic Element 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

In the structuring of the sound is the formulation of the words of a phrase; in the 

structuring of the sound is the complete recipe for the creation of that intent.  This is the 

great truth of Creation.  Words, sound—structuring the words—hold the power to create.  

Yes, we know this to be true from our practice with the mighty techniques of the Art of 

Creating.  Yes.  In our practice we take a sound, a word, a phrase; out of this sound—

when introduced during the process of Creating—out of this sound Emerges the structure 

contained in those expressions.  This is a great miracle of Creation.  Yes.  It is the 

structuring of Creation out of the most basic elements of Creation.   

Sound is emerging; it is a most basic element.  On the level of Creation, the impulse of 

sound Emerges.  On this most basic Level of Existence our Beloved Tools of Genesis 

direct the flow of energy, the flow of the expression of the Light of Genesis—sound 

Emerges.  Our Precious Tools direct the flow.  These two aspects work together to form 

Creation.  It is the sound, it is the element, it is the direction of the element—direction.    

Our Precious Tools of Genesis are the Blessed directors.  We are Blessed with these 

Precious Tools, which direct the flow of Creation.  It takes some time; some time and 

some experience.  Yes.  That is why we are offering our daily practice to this process, the 

process of Creating.  It is a beautiful process. 

This, Dear Ones, is the process of that Era which is now emerging.  This is the level of 

functioning in this new time.  Life is rising to its full status.  Before, life was conducted 

on a very limited level, on a surface level of action.  Much effort was needed and only 

minor results were accomplished.   

Now, life is rising to the highest status.  This is the status which is meant to be lived.  

This status does credit to life.  This status offers credit to the Great Almighty Source of 

Creation.   

Yes, this Dear Ones, is the reason we practice daily our techniques of the Art of Creating.  

We are gaining proficiency in living life in the mode which is now emerging.   

As one grows higher and higher, activity—waste of energy—becomes less and less, and 

the results become greater and greater.  The Fulfillment becomes more and more.  The 

individual receives the Blessings—Creation receives the Blessings. 
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It is a Great Blessing. 

Let us enjoy our practice with our Blessed Wheels. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 19, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Great Cosmic Designers 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We plant the seeds.  Yes, this is our task; this is our role as Masters of the Art of 

Creating.  We place our desires properly.  This is the Great Skill which is unique to our 

dear Masters of the brilliant Light of Genesis, who are trained in the Art of Creating.  

This knowledge is Precious.  This knowledge allows our dear Masters to accomplish their 

role; to fulfill their role as Great Cosmic Designers—Great Cosmic Designers.   

With this great knowledge you are asked to fulfill the role of setting the course for 

humanity; charting the course and design on a cosmic scale.  The design of the Cosmos is 

great.  The design of Creation is of unfathomable magnitude and grandeur.   

The Knowledge of the Art of Creation places you in a role of Great Cosmic Designer.  

Your status is elevated from the level of concern over the mundane matters of daily 

existence to the role of Designer of the structure and direction of existence.  Truly the 

elements of Creation will rise up to serve your commands—fulfill your desires.  This is 

the result of Knowledge.  This is the result of desire properly placed.  Yes, Dear Ones, we 

are training in the steps of placing our desires—this is the Knowledge of Creation.  This 

is the Knowledge of Creating. 

Today we will begin a new practice.  For some time we have Enlivened each of the 

Spheres of Cosmic Existence.  In this manner each of you has risen to the status of Great 

Cosmic Designer.  To achieve this status you have fulfilled both the requirement of 

knowledge and experience of the Dynamics of Creation—the workings of the process of 

Initial Rotations—as well as the skill and practice of the Enlivenment of the Great 

Cosmic Spheres. 

Today, we will begin our process of Preparation for Transformation.  Each of you has the 

Beloved Pocket Seal of Genesis?  For this practice we will ask each of you to use your 

Blessed Pocket Seal, your Pendant of Eternal Light and your Tool of the Personal 

Pathway—your individually selected BioTrinity.  Are these Tools available to each? 

Cindy: 

And then he paused for some time so I answered that question, saying that I am not sure 

if everyone listening today has each of those Tools available right now.  And he said,  
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Lantos: 

We will allow some time for you to assemble these Tools of Eternal Light.  It will be 

good for all to participate in these important steps of the Blessed Process of Enlivenment 

of the Brilliance of Eternal Light.  Yes, we will begin this practice next week in order to 

allow time for each of our Blessed Masters to locate the Precious Tools. 

Many Blessings. 
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September 26, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

A Transformation out of the Boundaries 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Greetings Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating, 

We are gaining the skill and mastery over that beautiful Process of Creating.  In this 

beautiful process, we see the enlivenment of the finest aspect of the Light of Creation—

the most Brilliant Radiance of the level from which all of Creation Emerges.  Yes, it is 

the Sublime Level of Existence which is governed by the Beloved Source of All 

Creation.   

It is on this Highest Level of Existence, this most Sublime Level of Universal Light that 

we are developing proficiency; we are developing skill in the Art of Creating, the Art of 

Creation.  This is the lofty role of our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating—Great 

Cosmic Designers, designing the expressions of Creation.  This is your role—your status 

for humanity is on a cosmic scale.   

In this process we are receiving the proper steps of training.  This is Great Knowledge, 

the Precious Value of Great Knowledge, to bring about mastery on this great Universal 

Scale.   

We have experienced, for many weeks, the Enlivenment of the Great Cosmic Spheres, 

the 27 Cosmic Spheres.  Now, today, Dear Ones, we will take another step in the Process 

of Transformation.  It is a Great Transformation, a Transformation out of the boundaries 

and limitations of the experiences of the past, into the limitless expanse of possibilities; 

which are open to all on this Sublime Level of Life—the Level of Eternal Light. 

We are each prepared today with a Blessed Pocket Seal of Genesis, a Beloved Pendant of 

Eternal Light, as well as the Individual BioTrinity—Signifying the Personal Pathway, 

Yes? 

Cindy: 

And, that was a question, so I answered Lantos, yes, I believe everybody has assembled 

those tools, and he continued: 
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Lantos: 

Very good, very good.  We begin by sitting comfortably.  We pick up the Beloved 

Pendant of Light.  With both hands we hold the Pendant of Eternal Light.  We will allow 

two minutes experience with our Precious Master Tool.  In this time, we will experience 

the Radiance of the Process of Initial Rotations—this happens automatically.  We will 

enjoy the Blessed Radiance of the Beloved Supreme Source of Creation.   

After two minutes, we will position the Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light centered in 

front of us.  You may place it on a table, or you may place it centered on your lap.   

Now, we will hold in our right hand the Beloved Tool of the Personal  

Pathway, the BioTrinity.  In the left hand, we will place the Precious Pocket Seal of 

Genesis.  Immediately you may feel the cascading rush of the flow of the Great Cosmic 

Current generated by the formation of the three, flowing within the three.  This is the 

cascading current or rainbow of the Precious Light of Genesis.  It is the Light of 

Transformation; linking the Source of Creation with the individual and the Process of 

Transformation.  Very good. 

We will enjoy this process now.  We begin with the two minutes and we continue with 

three or four minutes of experience of the three.  Beautiful.   

We will discuss more after you have had some days to practice this beautiful process.  

Let us enjoy the first practice now.   

Many Blessings. 
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October 3, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Technique of Refinement 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Gaining mastery of the Art of Creating is gaining mastery of the Domain of Miracles.   

The miracle comes with ease and spontaneity; it comes with great precision and timing.  

This is the Domain of Miracles, that beautiful process governed by the source of 

Creation; that Sublime Process of Emergence onto the Surface Levels of Expression—the 

Visible, Tangible Layers of Creation.   

And this, Dear Ones, is the very Process of the Precious Techniques of Eternal Light—

the Techniques of the Art of Creating.  Yes.  This is the lofty status we are achieving as 

Masters of the Art of Creating, Masters of the Light of Genesis.  Great Cosmic Designers, 

Great Cosmic Designers.   

Yes, Blessed Ones, we are now preparing ourselves for the Beloved Technique of 

Transformation through the process of the refinement brought about by our Beloved 

Technique of Vision and our Technique which we received one week ago.  This Blessed 

Technique is for Refinement, refinement on all levels.  Our Beloved Master Tools offer 

to us great benefit in this process of refinement—the Beloved Holy Waters, the Beloved 

Pendant of Eternal Light.  Beautiful.   

Today, we will continue our practice with our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light and 

Pocket Seal and Blessed Tool of the Personal Pathway.  We will refresh the steps of this 

Precious Technique of Refinement.   

We begin with silence.  Sitting comfortably with both hands we pick up the Pendant of 

Eternal Light; we Enjoy the Dynamics of the Sublime Process of Initial Rotations.  The 

Radiance which Forms is the Domain of the Source of Creation, the Domain out of which 

Miracles Emerge. 

After two minutes, release the Pendant of Eternal Light and place it centered between left 

and right sides of your body.  Now place, in the right hand, the Precious Tool of the 

Personal Pathway; in the left, place the Precious Pocket Seal.  Good.  Now, for three to 

four minutes we will enjoy the Blessings.  It is a showering of Blessings, a Precious 

showering of miracles.  Beautiful.  Blessings, showering Blessings. 

Let us begin. 
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October 10, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Boom! The Dam Opens and the Flood of Water Rushes Through 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is a beautiful process.  We are in the Process of Transformation.  This process, Dear 

Ones, is nothing less than Miraculous.  The Miracle is in the Transformation.  The 

Process of Transformation—it is a process of continuity.  It is the process of Change of 

the Physical Structure.  The physical structure changes to support the structure of Light—

the full Value of Eternal Light.   

This is the Process of Transformation, and for this, we have the Precious Tools of 

Genesis.  The Tools enliven specific aspects, specific expressions of Eternal Light.  One 

by one we are enlivening the specific areas of Light; as one by one, these Channels of 

Light are opened.  A strong current is created.   

It is like this—we take a dam which separates the space with water from the space 

without water.  It is the desire of the water to flow, to flow out in all directions.  But, 

owing to the presence of the dam, the water has been restricted.   

Now, we start to chip away, bit by bit at this large wall; the wall, the large obstacle.  

Slowly the cracks begin to form.  Piece by piece we open small, small cracks in this large 

structure.  Now the water begins to flow through.  At first, it may only leak through in 

small amounts.  But, as the cracks continue to be made—one here, one there—it is not 

long until the water is coming through at a steady rate. 

And then suddenly, Boom, the dam opens and the flood of water rushes through.  It is not 

a matter of encouraging the water to Emerge.  No, the water is so designed that, by its 

own nature, it wishes to flow.  It is the process of establishing the cracks in the proper 

places along the vast wall.   

The wall appears so overwhelming, so immense.  For centuries it has held back the force 

of the water.  What is needed is the Knowledge, the Knowledge and the proper Tools.  

What is required is Knowledge and the proper Tools.  In this way, the chippings are most 

effective.  With little effort, the obstacle is weakened.   

We are, little by little, creating openings or channels for the Light.  In this way the Light 

begins to leak through.  Initially, in small streaks—one streak here, one streak there.  Yes.  

In this way, the Light is coming, the Light is emerging.  This is the process of 
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Transformation.  It is already the desire of the fullness of Eternal Light to shine with 

brilliance everywhere, in all expressions of Creation.  This is the nature and the Value of 

Eternal Light.  It takes just some Knowledge, some valuable Knowledge and some 

specialized Tools.  And now, Dear Ones, you are mastering this Blessed process of the 

use of the Tools and Techniques of Eternal Light.  Do you see? 

At first, the task may appear insurmountable; but we begin, chipping here and there, over 

and over again.  It is a beautiful process.   Yes. 

And now we are Blessed by the Technique of Refinement.  Refinement, it is a Showering 

of Blessings.  

Let us practice now this Blessed Technique of Refinement. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 17, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Refine the Vision 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

There is activity on the surface Level of Existence and there is activity on the Inner 

Levels of Life.  Transformation, the process of Transformation is an ongoing process, a 

continual Dynamic occurring in the very depths of all matter.  It is out of these Dynamics 

that all things come about.  It is out of these Inner Dynamics that all Existence Emerges 

and proceeds to develop in the direction of Fullness, the Fullness of Eternal Light. 

Along this path, through the process of the development of fullness, you, Dear Ones, are 

gaining great skills.  We are using the title, Great Cosmic Designers—Great Cosmic 

Designers.  This is of great significance.  In order to design, one must possess Vision—

Vision, Insight.  For this one must be functioning in a well-lit environment.   

When laying out the plans for the new building, one must take all factors into account; all 

factors of the building, the structure, as well as all factors of the surroundings.  Yes, one 

must possess clear and Illumined Vision.  Development of the Vision comes about 

through Refinement. 

Now, we will add our Blessed Technique for Refinement to our Vision Technique offered 

to us by the one with Cosmic Vision, our Beloved Great Cosmic Architect.  First, we will 

practice the Technique for Refinement, and following this Technique, we will practice 

the Technique for Vision.  This combination will produce great results.   

Now, many of our Blessed Great Cosmic Designers have a Great Seal.  We will perform 

these Techniques of Refinement and Vision in the Presence of the Great Seal.   

As we have expressed, for clarity of Vision, we must be in the Presence of Light.  The 

brighter the Light, the more details may be perceived.  The Beloved Great Seal offers the 

Brilliance of the Radiant Beams of Creation.  In this Presence, the quality of Vision is 

maximized.   

What is the role of Vision?  Vision is the ability to perceive, the ability to know.  

Knowledge must be known for the benefit to be gained.  Vision enables Knowledge to be 

gained and Knowledge possesses the great power of Transformation.  Contained within 

Knowledge is the key to all forms of Transformation—Transformation on every level of 

Creation and on every scale of Creation, great and small. 
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You are gaining the skills and status of the Great Cosmic Designers.  For this, Dear Ones 

the instruction is to Refine the Vision.  That is our instruction; that is our directive.  We 

will now practice again our Technique of Refinement.  Later you may practice your 

Technique of Vision.  It is most effective when these Techniques are performed in the 

same time, one after another. 

Very good, very good 

Let us begin. 
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October 24, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Technique to Dispel the Darkness 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are in the days of Transformation.  Transformation occurs on every Level of 

Existence—on the level of the outer activities of Creation, on the finer planes of 

existence, on every level.  At each level the process unfolds in phases—steps of change, 

steps of Transformation.  During this process we are Blessed with great protection—

protection from turmoil, protection from disturbance and disruption, protection from 

destruction.  There is great protection.  The Mighty Cosmic Beings of Light, the Hosts of 

Angelic Beings of Light—these Great Cosmic Beings bring to us great Blessings and 

assistance.   

As these steps of change occur, there is a shifting—a shifting of energy, a shifting of 

occupancy.  The forces which have occupied the Earth’s realm for ages are, in some 

cases, being removed.  There is the removal of certain unwanted aspects or forces of 

Creation.  At this very Time, a great shifting is occurring, a great shifting of the balances 

of forces. 

When the broom comes along, the dust flies.  It is important not to position oneself in the 

path of the broom or one will be exposed to this flying dust.  The dust particles may fly 

into the eyes causing all sorts of discomfort. 

Like this, Dear Ones, these are the days of the Great Cosmic Broom.  Great clouds of 

dust are being swept up and we will want to ensure that our path remains clear from these 

dust clouds. 

Today we will perform the steps to keep our path clear as the clouds of darkness are 

disrupted and swept away from their locations in Creation.  Yes.  These are the Steps to 

Create a Shield from these clouds.  Do we each have a Dark Violet Wheel of 

Transformation? 

Cindy: 

And, that was a question that he was asking to all of us, and I said that I was sure that 

quite a lot of us do have, but I’m not sure if everyone has.  He said: 
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Lantos: 

Place this Wheel in the left hand.  Place a BioOscillator in the right hand.  Now, slowly, 

turn in a clockwise direction bio-oscillating out in all directions.  At this time we say, 

‘Mighty Eternal Light, Dispel the Darkness’.  It is best if this activity is performed in the 

Presence of the Great Seal of Genesis.  Standing beneath the Great Seal, bio-oscillate in 

all directions.  We will repeat the saying three times—‘Mighty Eternal Light, Dispel the 

Darkness, Mighty Eternal Light, Dispel the Darkness, Mighty Eternal Light, Dispel the 

Darkness’. 

The Blessed Dark Violet Wheel of Transformation targets the dark clouds for the 

BioOscillator to dispel.  In this way we clear the atmosphere.  This is important to 

perform for each house.  This will generate a Blessed Cosmic Wind, an influence to 

dispel the clouds of darkness.  This is very important at this time. 

Today, let us practice this Blessed Technique.  Yes. 

Many Blessings. 
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October 31, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

There are Many Paths but There is One Direction 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

There are many paths, but there is one direction.  Choice exists:  it is the choice of the 

path.  The direction remains the same—the Beloved Supreme Source of Creation remains 

the Source and Goal of all.  In this vast display of Creation, the choice exists in the path 

which one takes to reach the Goal.  Dear Ones, as Masters of the Blessed Art of Creating, 

you are the Great Cosmic Designers charting the course, setting the proper path.  The 

Goal for all, in all times, remains the same.  The Source of All Creation, in all times, 

remains the same. 

It is the same Source, the same Goal; only we may choose the way, the path.  This 

selection is left to those who have mastered the great Process of Creating—those 

Precious ones who are familiar with the dynamics of the unfoldment of Creation in the 

Process of Creating, the Blessed Process of Initial Rotations.  It is on this level that the 

Light is seen.  It is from this level of experience and insight that the proper path may be 

selected.   

Great Cosmic Designers, sometimes there will be events which arise which cannot be 

avoided, cannot be eliminated—events set into motion long ago.  Such events, while we 

may not be equipped to wipe them away entirely, we may shield or protect ourselves 

from the full impact; we may block away the flying debris, shield our household.  

Together, we may shield or protect a nation, a world.  This is our focus, Dear Ones; this 

is our role and responsibility as Masters of the Blessed Light of Genesis, Masters of the 

great Knowledge of the Art of Creating.  Yes.  This is our role. 

Today, we will continue our practice with our Blessed Technique for Protection.  We will 

add now our Technique of Refinement.  Dear Ones, collectively we will practice these 

Techniques during our weekly sessions.  Continue to perform these Techniques daily 

throughout the week.   

Cindy: 

And then he paused for quite a while, so I asked him a few questions which we were 

wanting to ask him.  So, the first question that I asked him is:  “In using the BioOscillator 
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for this Technique of Protection, is it important to both bio-oscillate it back and forth as 

well as move it in a circular motion?”  And his answer was: 

Lantos: 

The circular motion is sufficient. 

Cindy: 

And then the next question I asked is, “How often should this Technique be performed 

for a house?  “And he said: 

Lantos: 

Daily, we perform this Technique daily for the Blessings of Protection. 

Cindy: 

Then I asked, “Can this be performed at a distance for somebody else’s house?” And he 

said: 

Lantos: 

Yes, this may be done. 

Cindy: 

Then I asked, “We have many Masters of the Light who have asked us if there is 

anything they should be doing to prepare for the Great Transformation, such as 

stockpiling food or extra water?  Are there any instructions we should give at this time?” 

Lantos: 

Dear Ones, stockpiles of food and water will not be required for this Blessed process.  

We will offer to all the Blessed Technique of Transformation in the coming weeks.  Yes, 

it is good, very good. 

Now, together let us practice these Precious Techniques. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 7, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Relationships Are Set Forth in the Great Cosmic Design 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Yes, yes, good—strength for every nation, strength for the world.   

It is a matter of relationship, yes, relationship.  It is the relationship of the molecules 

which come together to structure the body.  It is the relationship of the individuals who, 

through Cosmic Design, come together to form the body of the family.  The relationships 

are set forth in the Great Cosmic Design.  It is through the actions and impulses of the 

past that the future path is set.  The course is set.   

The tendency to associate with one another is established through design on the level of 

the organism to the level of the family, to the level of the community and up to the level 

of the nations.  Nations arise out of the Principle of Relationship.  To live in one nation or 

another is out of the direction set forth by the Great Cosmic Design.  It is structured out 

of relationship, and relationship—that Value of Relationship—exists on every level of 

life, from the level of the organism up to the level of the nations and beyond to the level 

of the galaxies.  And even beyond this, the Value of Relationship can be seen working.   

When a leader is selected to rise above and govern the collection of individuals in the 

nation, this selection is made on the level of relationship.  The relationship of the 

organisms within the structure gives rise to a unified form, complete with its own 

expression.  What Emerges from the collection of cells and molecules is the Blessed 

structure of the individual.  The individual rises out of the collection.  Out of the 

collection of individuals Emerges the structure of the nation.  This work is all conducted 

on the level of relationship.   

This, Dear Ones, is the reason that the enlivenment of every aspect of relationship is of 

utmost importance.  We will, today, practice again our Blessed new Techniques; our 

Technique for Refinement, our Technique for Dispelling the Darkness—Dispelling the 

Darkness.  Yes, let us now enjoy the Showering Blessings. 

Cindy: 

And then, right then, before it seemed like he was just about to end, I asked him a 

question which we have had which is, “How is it that we would go about performing the 

Technique for Dispelling the Darkness at a distance if we’re not actually right there?”  
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We had asked him in the past it it’s possible to do and he said, “Yes”.  So I asked him 

how is it possible this time, what do we do?  And he said, 

Lantos: 

Yes, place a picture of the individual or location in your left hand along with the Blessed 

Wheel.  Continue with the same practice for the Technique of Protection. 

Many Blessings. 
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November 14, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Days of Grace Approach  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is the Wave, a Great Wave in Creation.  This Great Wave is upon us.  It is a Time of 

great purification; sweeping change, change on all levels.  A Great Transformation, Great 

Transformation.  Yes, Dear Ones, a Wave of Transformation. 

When a Wave is created, it forms out of its base.  A small ripple may draw only the 

waters on the surface, whereas a Great Wave will draw water from great depths and 

distance.  It is the course of Time.  It is just this thing—it is just the course of Time.  It is 

a great fortune to be alive at this Time, to be experiencing this Great Cosmic Process.  It 

is a great fortune, a great Blessing. 

We are approaching the Blessed Holy Season.  It is a time of Sublime Grace, yes 

beautiful; it is Sublime Grace.  The cells are Blessed with great receptivity for the 

Knowledge of Fullness, receptivity for the experience of the Divine awakening within the 

individual—the dawning of fullness within the individual.  We proceed with solid 

steps—practice of our Techniques and Treatments using the Blessed Tools of Genesis.   

In these days, we exercise caution.  Caution to avoid the flying debris—the forces of 

darkness—as they are swept away out of their placement, dislodged from their place of 

past existence.  These dust particles hope to cling on to a Source of Light and, in this 

way, remain.  For this reason, we Dispel the Darkness in all directions—around our 

homes, around our families.  We are ridding our environment daily from these forces 

which are sticky.  They wish to stick.  You have heard the expression, “stick around”?  

This is the nature of the dust as it is swept away.  It wishes to “stick around”.   

But these forces will be swept away with the Great Tide.  The tide clears away the debris.  

One cannot even stand against the complete force of the onrushing tide.  In our Blessed 

Technique of Transformation, we will receive the Knowledge of the Tide of 

Transformation—the Tidal Wave of Transformation.   

Cindy: 

And, at that point, Lantos paused for a long time, so I just asked him the question, “When 

we will be receiving this Technique?”  And he answered: 

Lantos: 

We will receive this Knowledge during the Blessed Holy Season. 
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Cindy: 

And he paused again, a long time, and so then I was going to ask him another question 

about if there was anything we needed to do to prepare for it.  He, instead, continued and 

said: 

Lantos: 

This is the experience of Sublime Grace. 

Cindy:  

And then again he paused a long time, so then I again asked that question of, “Would we 

be needing any specific Tools for this Technique or is there anything we should be 

preparing for—for the Technique of Transformation”?  And he said, 

Lantos: 

Yes a few Tools are required.  This list will be provided to you during the Time of Grace. 

Cindy: 

And he paused again, and then he continued: 

Lantos: 

We will offer the Technique to all on December 20th.  It will require some preparation.  

We will discuss the details as we enter the Blessed time of Sublime Grace.  Very good.   

Now, Dear Ones, let us practice together our Precious Techniques.  You are the Great 

Cosmic Designers and you will design the direction for all to follow in these coming 

weeks.   

We will begin by Dispelling the Darkness.  We begin with this Technique of Protection.  

As we complete this Technique for our house and home, we will offer protection for our 

nation as well.  Each individual may place the left hand on a map of your nation, together 

with the wheel.  Next we will continue with the Process of Protection.  Good.  After this 

we will go through the Steps of Refinement. 

Yes, beautiful.  The days of Grace approach. 

Many Blessings. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cindy asked Lantos, “How does one do the Dispel the Darkness Technique with the map in the 

left hand?” and he said,  

Lantos: 

If possible, it is good to hold the map in the left hand.  If it is too large, you may simply 

place your left hand on top of the image before you begin the Process of Purification.  

The Technique is performed in the same manner.  Very good. 
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November 21, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Great Cosmic Ocean  

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

Showering Blessings—the Blessed energies of the Great Cosmic Ocean are arriving on 

Earth.  It is the flowing of the Great Ocean of Fullness, the Mighty Ocean of Creation, 

carrying the Blessings of Eternal Light.   

During this time, the cells of every individual are most receptive to change, 

Transformation.  During this time of this Blessed Holy Season, we welcome this supreme 

gift of Creation.  The Blessings of Creation arrive on the Great Cosmic Ocean.  The cells 

of each individual are Awakened, energized by the Presence of this great Expression of 

the Fullness of Eternal Light.  Showering Blessings, Dear Ones, Showering Blessings.   

We will offer to our cells the experience of the Blessed Holy Waters of Life, the Blessed 

Elixir of Life.  In this we offer the specific Knowledge of the Proper Sequence Code to 

the cells to restore memory, memory of the fullness of Eternal Light—the perfection of 

Eternal Light.  Beautiful. 

We will offer the cells the memory, the codes, to restore the Proper Sequence of 

Knowledge.  Knowledge is the basis of the expression of the physical—physical body, 

physical creation.  Knowledge is the basis.  It is through Knowledge that change comes 

about.  Transformation occurs on the Waves of Knowledge, the rising Waves of 

Knowledge.   

And now Dear Ones, the Great Forces, the Mighty Energy of the Great Cosmic Ocean, is 

arriving on Earth.  Yes.   

We will now practice our Blessed Technique to Dispel Darkness as well as our 

Technique of Refinement.  These are the days of the great receptivity.  The cells are at 

the heightened point of receptivity, and, for this, we offer the Proper Sequence Code 

delivered to each individual through the Blessed Elixir of Life, the Holy Waters of Life. 

Yes.  If possible, drink these Holy Waters in the Presence of the Great Seal.   

Beautiful.  Many Blessings. 

Let us practice now our Techniques. 
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November 28, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

We are Preparing for the Technique of Transformation 

 
Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

In this year we have achieved great things.  We have received many great Blessings—

Blessings of great Knowledge, Blessings of the upsurge of the Mighty Tidal Wave of 

Creation, the Great Wave bringing forth the Blessed Transformation.  This Wave impacts 

all.  Just as the Wave spreads across the pool—all receive the effects, all receive the 

effects generated by this Great Cosmic Wave.   

Transformation, we are speaking of Transformation.  Yes, we are preparing for the 

Technique of Transformation. 

In this Blessed Holy Season, we are experiencing the maximal period of receptivity.  It is 

a time of maximum receptivity on all levels—on the physical level, on the mental level, 

on the spiritual level.   

The Transformation is born of the Great Dynamics of Relationship.  It is the relationship 

of the one to the other—all relationship.  In our Blessed Masters Conference, we 

Enlivened the various levels of relationship—the relationship of the Great 27 Cosmic 

Spheres, the Blessed relationship of the planes of existence.  These are critical points, 

critical elements in the process of the Transformation.  It is the Enlivenment of the links.  

It is in the Enlivenment of the links that Transformation Emerges.   

Dear Ones, a New Structure is Forming.  Yes, the New is Emerging out of the Enlivened 

State of Connection.  The Key is the Relationship, the Sublime Value of Relationship.  

The Radiance Emerges out of the Value of Relationship.  Radiance is not directed in only 

one channel, it is not focused in a singular direction.  Radiance spreads out in all 

directions.  It is a Blessing to all.   

In this Great Holy Season the Radiance will Emerge in all directions, Showering 

Blessings.  It is the Showering of the Sublime Cosmic Blessings.  Yes, it is beautiful, 

beautiful. 

Dear Ones, today let us Enliven the Blessed 27 Great Spheres of Creation, the Blessed 

Wheels of Genesis. 

Very good. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 5, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Blessed Eight-Pointed Star of Eternal Light 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

It is a Time of Great Purification.  During these days, it is best to adhere to a set and 

proven path, a set and proven schedule.  In these days, it will be good to do the Shield 

Treatment every morning.  Like this, every morning before leaving the home, we perform 

the Shield Treatment for our protection—this is our routine.  We also perform daily our 

Technique of Protection with our Blessed BioOscillator.   

These are the Days of Great Purification and Great Change.  During great change, it is 

important to perform these simple Techniques to ensure the smoothest path, to ensure the 

safest path. 

Dear Ones, in the center of any great power is the Source—Source of Energy, Source of 

Light.  In the center of the atom is the Source which governs the dynamics of the 

surrounding activity.  In the center of the Sun we find that Force which generates the 

Sun’s mighty heat and Radiance—it is found in the core.  The core is the location of the 

Seat of Light and Energy.  Blessed Ones, the Great Core of Light is awakening at this 

Time in Creation.  Beautiful.  We have glimpsed this Precious energy in our Beloved 

Pendant of Eternal Light. 

Dear Ones, this Core has a structure.  It is a Great Cosmic Star.  It is the Star of Eternal 

Light.  This is the Great Radiance located within the Core.  This is the Source of the 

Light of the Great Transformation, the Light of Change.  This Beloved Great Star is 

comprised of the very rotations found within the Source of All—the Rotations of 

Creation, which are located as the Source of the Light of the Art of Creating.  These are 

the Initial Rotations of Creation.  Your Blessed Waters of Life, the Blessed Holy Waters, 

are charged with the Radiance of these Sublime Initial Rotations.  Yes.   

In these coming days we will receive the Radiance from the Blessed Eight-Pointed Star 

of Eternal Light, the Core of Creation and the Source of Light and Energy of Life.   

Now we will practice our Blessed Technique for Protection.  Yes, to all directions we 

issue the Command for Protection.  Great Light attracts all.  We wish to dispel any 

darkness as it is swept away in these Days of Purification and Change. 

Let us perform now this Technique to Dispel the Darkness. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 12, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

These are the Days of the Great Reversal of this Ultimate Mistake 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Beloved Ones, 

Life is lived on the Waves of Creation.  From Wave-to-Wave Life flows.  As one Wave 

rises, another Wave subsides.  Like this, Life flows, existence unfolds.  It is an Eternal 

Unity Formed by the Transformation of one Wave into another.   

How one experiences Life, how one lives Life, is based upon perception—we will call it 

Vision, yes, Vision.  One experiences the Flow of Life based upon one’s ability to 

recognize the universal nature of the Waves. 

When Life is shadowed by darkness one sees only the surface gray of the Wave.  Ah, 

what a loss, what a tremendous loss to the Glory of Existence.  One sees a flat, gray 

outline and takes this to be the nature of the Wave.  How can this be, how does Life get 

reduced to this level of limitation, this degree of darkness, wherein the boundaries are so 

rigid that they completely obscure the Glory of the Infinite—what an amazing trick.  It is 

a trick, the ultimate mistake of Life.  In many great traditions one hears of a mistake 

leading to a time of suffering, a period of suffering.  You have heard of this kind of 

thing? 

Cindy: 

And he paused, so I answered, “Yes, yes I had heard of this”.  And he said: 

Lantos: 

It is a tragedy; it is a great loss, a loss of life.  Life is lost when this ultimate mistake 

occurs.  It is the mistake of Vision—it is non-vision.  It is the mistake of Perception—it is 

non-perception.  The lack of Vision, the lack of Perception, generates suffering. 

To experience the Wave only on its gray surface level, one loses the Sublime Experience 

of the True Nature of the Wave.  One taste, one taste, of the Inner Quality of the Fruit is 

enough to Wake Up an Individual—Awaken the Individual from the misconception that 

the fruit is only the skin.  The taste of the skin is bitter, while the Inner Quality of the 

Fruit is sweet.   

While in the Low Light, the Clouded Light, the Wave is seen as gray and solid.  When 

Perception Awakens, when Light is present, the Wave becomes Transparent.  The 

Brilliant Blue Hues are seen along with the Sparkling Golden Radiance.  Even at first, the 
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sunglasses are required as the experience is overwhelming.  The depths of the ocean are 

revealed.  All Life, all activity, may be seen existing within the Wave.  Yes, this is Life. 

As Creation Emerges, Life is fully connected to its Source, the Source of Creation, the 

Almighty Source of Creation.  As Life proceeds, distance and time create an apparent 

sense of separation between the Creation and the Creator.  The distance from the Source 

of Life gives rise to the shadows of darkness, and the shadows of darkness give rise to the 

mistake of perception, and this non-perception gives rise to suffering.   This is the course 

of Creation, Creation as it flows in the outward direction. 

Dearest Masters of the Art of Creation, these are the days of the Great Reversal of this 

ultimate mistake.  These are the days of the Blessed Great Transformation.   

What is this Transformation?  Why has this Great Transformation been foreseen for 

thousands of years?  The answer is set in the dynamics of Creation itself, it is set in the 

dynamics of the process of Creation; it is set in the design of Creation, the blueprint of 

Creation. 

The great seers of the past foresaw the steps of the Process of Creation.  Those Blessed 

individuals saw with their clear, illumined vision this point in Creation, which is 

identified as Transformation, Great Transformation—the point in which obscurity is 

lifted and the boundaries release their grip on the Radiance of Eternal Light.  Darkness is 

dispelled, and, while Life continues to move in Waves of living, the nature of the Waves 

is revealed.  Life is no longer confined to the mistake which has led to vast suffering.  

Life is bathed in the Grace of the Sublime Nature of Eternal Light. 

Still the Waves of Life Flow, but the Waves which were once dark and gray and opaque 

become Waves of transparent Radiance—Blue Radiance.  Dear Ones, this Precious 

planet is considered Blue.  Blue is a color of a high order of vibration, a high order of 

energy.  And during this Precious time, this time of the Great Transformation, this time of 

the Blessed Holy Season, the atmosphere is bathed in Waves of Blue Radiance.  This 

Radiance is received from the Blessed Celestial Beings as directed by the Great Universal 

Architects.   

We are receiving this tremendous Influence of Purity, these Waves of Blue Radiance, to 

assist in this time of release from the direction of bondage, the path on which Life has 

traversed for millennia.  This is a Great Transformation.  Yes, this is the Great 

Transformation—Eternal Light, Eternal Light, the Age of Eternal Light.   

Now, Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, we will prepare for the Technique of 

Transformation by practicing now the Vision Technique taught to us during the Blessed 

Masters Conference earlier this year.  It is always best to perform any Technique in the 

Presence of a Great Seal of Genesis.  The Blessed Great Seal of Genesis opens the 

Channels of Light along the Ten Initial Pathways of Creation. 
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Very good, very good.  You will receive the instructions for the Blessed Technique in the 

coming days. 

Many Blessings.  
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December 19, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Tools for the Technique for Transformation 
 

Lantos: 

Dear Ones, Precious Masters of the Sublime Light of Genesis, 

We are entering the Time of Transformation, the Time of the Emergence of Eternal Light 

for all mankind.  Blessed Masters of the Pure Light of Genesis, we have prepared for the 

Process of Transformation for millennia.  The wise of every era have foreseen the coming 

of this great process, this great change.   

Now, Dear Ones, we are prepared to awaken the dynamics of change—change, the 

flowing of one Wave into another.  It is the continuous process of the rise of one Wave 

and the fall of another.  It is the process of going out and returning in.  It is this process 

which occurs everywhere in Creation.  

And now, during this great process, the dynamics will occur on the Grand Cosmic Scale.  

For this Dear Ones, we have worked steadily, working and preparing—preparations on 

the Personal Level of the physical Human Structure, Preparations on the Level of the 

Structure of Society.  These Activities, this Great Work, has Paved the Way for the 

Process of Great Transformation.   

When Action is Supported by the Great Force of Time, the effects are greatly amplified.  

The effects generated are greatly magnified.  It has required the dedicated efforts over 

Time of the Blessed Masters of the Light.  Generations of preparation by those Blessed 

individuals dedicated to the Enlivenment of the Beloved Source of Creation and the 

Radiant Light at the Basis of all Existence. 

And now, in this generation, we have Received the sublime Gifts from the Blessed Great 

Universal Beings of Light—the Blessed gifts of the Tools and Techniques of 

BioGenesis—opening the Greatest Light of Creation, the Greatest Treasure of Creation, 

the Brilliant Radiance of Eternal Light.  Yes, this is our role, our Blessed Role—to 

Awaken the Light of Genesis on Every Level. 

In this past year, Dear Ones, we have Received the Sublime Gifts of the Great Seal and 

the Blessed Pocket Seal; the Tools to Enliven the Dynamics of the Relationship of all 

Aspects of Creation.  We have Enlivened the Blessed 27 Cosmic Spheres.  We have 

Enlivened the Blessed Realms of Existence.  We have received the Technique for 

Protection and the Technique for Purification and Vision.  We have performed the 

Blessed Technique of the Personal Pathway, Enlivening the individual channels of 
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expression of the Beloved Almighty Source of Creation.  The pathway of the unfoldment 

of the Blessed Light of Genesis as it Emerges into Existence.  Yes, beautiful. 

Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating, yes Blessed Masters, the Art of Creating is the 

Knowledge of the Emergence of Form out of the Pure Value of Energy—Light.  

Transformation is the process of the dissolution of one Aspect and the Emergence of 

another.   

We will receive, in one day, this Blessed Technique for Transformation. 

Dear Ones, to prepare for tomorrow, we ask that you assemble these three tools: 

A Beloved Multi-colored Pyramid 

Our Master Tool, the Pendant of Eternal Light, and 

Our Precious Pocket Seal 

Also, please select any one of the following: 

A Clear Pyramid 

A BioTranslator, or 

A Shield of Genesis 

In addition, Dear Ones, please have your Blessed Tool of the Personal Pathway, the 

Blessed BioTrinity. 

Good, very good.  We are well prepared. 

Tomorrow, at this time, we will receive the Knowledge; we will receive this Precious 

Technique. 

Now, together, we will dispel the darkness. 

Many Blessings. 
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December 20, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Blessed Technique of Transformation 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

Today we welcome the arrival of the Blessed Knowledge of Transformation, the Blessed 

Technique of Transformation.  This Technique comes as a great gift in this period of 

existence, designed to bring about the greatest change seen in Creation in millennia.  This 

change is of Cosmic design and is supported by the great Force of Time. 

We offer our thanks to the Almighty Source of Creation and the Beloved Universal 

Directors, through whom all is Formed and all is Conducted.  We offer our deepest 

thanks in Silence.  We offer this Silence out of which all Expressions Emerge. 

Transformation, it is a Sequence.  It is the Sequence of the Process of Creation.  

Transformation is that Precious sequence of annihilation of one state and Formation of 

the next.  The connection between the previous state and the latter state is the Realm of 

Silence, Fullness.  And that which joins the two existences is the Value of Relationship. 

We have the Tools of Light which we will position properly at this time:  

 The Blessed Pyramid of Genesis, the Multi-Color Pyramid of the Light of 

Genesis, we will position in the North of our seated position.  For those Blessed 

individuals who have a Great Seal of Genesis position yourself beneath this 

Mighty Instrument of Light.  Place the Blessed Pyramid of Genesis to your North 

 Position the Blessed Pocket Seal to your East and, 

 In the West, position our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light.  Very good. 

 To the South, we will position one of the following tools: 

o A Clear Pyramid 

o A BioTranslator, or 

o A Shield of Genesis 

o These three Tools each provide the necessary function of guarding the 

entrance to the Chamber of Transformation 

Within this structure of energy, this Chamber of Light, we will perform the Blessed 

Technique of Transformation, offering first our deep affection and gratitude to the 

Beloved Personal Pathway of our individual existence through the performance of the 

Technique of the Personal Pathway.   

Blessed Ones, you will hold the Personal BioTrinity in both hands together.   
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 If your BioTrinity of the Personal Pathway is Light Violet, you will position 

yourself within this Beloved Chamber of Light facing the Mighty Pyramid of 

Genesis, the Multi-Color Pyramid of Knowledge.  

 If your Personal BioTrinity is Green, you will face the Blessed Pocket Seal of 

Genesis.  

 If you are Pink, you will face the selected Tool, either: a Clear Pyramid, a 

BioTranslator or a Shield.   

 Now Dear Ones, if your Personal BioTrinity is either First Rays or Aqua you 

may face the Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light.  Good. 

We will begin now with only our Blessed BioTrinity in hand and perform the steps of 

the Technique of the Personal Pathway.  This Blessed Technique came for the Blessings 

of all, arriving as the gift of the Holy Season one year ago.  And, for one year, we have 

enjoyed the Enlivenment of the Connection of the Source of All Existence, the Singular, 

as it travels outward into the designated direction of Creation, into the realm of many. 

We will sit now and enjoy this Technique for a few minutes, two-three minutes.  Good.  

Let us begin. 

Very good. 

Now, we will begin the Technique of Transformation within our Beloved Chamber of 

Light.  This process, the Beloved Process of Transformation, requires the annihilation of 

the existing conditions, the present state, and the Re-Emergence of a New State—the 

Physical Structure of Eternal Light.  This is the Transformation of all pockets devoid of 

Light into the State Enlightened by the Brilliance of Eternal Light.   

We will sit comfortably.  We have Enlivened the Personal Aspect of the Beloved Source 

of Creation through the Technique of the Personal Pathway.   

Now, Dear Masters of Creating, we place this desire properly: 

 Mighty Flames of Transformation, envelop and consume all limitation, Emerge 

the Radiant Reflection of Eternal Light 

 Mighty Flames of Transformation, envelop and consume all limitation, Emerge 

the Radiant Reflection of Eternal Light 

 Mighty Flames of Transformation, envelop and consume all limitation, Emerge 

the Radiant Reflection of Eternal Light 

We will create Transformation, Dear Ones, through the Beloved Process of Creating—

creation, dissolution, creation.  It is the same process.  Having Enlivened the Personal 

Pathway, we apply the process of the Art of Creating within the Chamber of Light for 

Transformation.   

If there are those listening who have not completed the Course of Creating, the 

instruction is to repeat the Phrase of Transformation three times, allowing one to two 

minutes of silence between each repetition.   
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For our Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating, we introduce the Phrase of 

Transformation as the desire.  Very good. 

Now we will create Transformation.  Let us begin. 

Very good, very good. 

Dear Ones, practice this Blessed Technique of Transformation several times in the 

coming hours, beginning with the Blessed Technique of the Personal Pathway. 

We will speak again tomorrow.  Many Blessings. 
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December 21, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The New Structure of Creation 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

Very good, very good.  It is good.  You have experienced now this beautiful process.  It is 

out of this process of annihilation that Fullness Emerges.  Transformation is Structured in 

the Relationship of Negation and Formation.  The Wave rises and falls and rises again.  

The base of the passing Wave becomes the starting point for the rise of the coming Wave.  

The completion of the previous gives rise to that which is to come. 

The Transformation is structured in the turning point, the point containing the 

Knowledge, the memory of that which has come in and that which is going out.  The 

energy which has led to the point structures that which follows.  This point is the Value 

of the Relationship of the two events.  This Value of Relationship Structures the Nature 

and Quality of Transformation. 

The Wave on the ocean, which draws from the deepest level, rises to the greatest height.   

In our Blessed Technique of Transformation, Dear Ones, we experience the process of 

flaming Transformation.  It is a sudden burst, a flash of flames engulfing the material 

nature, the nature of Quality and Form.  That which had been separated from its Source—

Form which had been separated from the Source of Creation—that which had lost the 

Memory of the Source, the Memory and Reflection of the Radiance of Eternal Light—all 

that, which had lost the Memory, all that, receives Illumination in a Burst of Brilliant 

Flames.  That which Emerges is the Radiant Reflection of Eternal Light.  Yes Dear Ones, 

the Radiant Reflection of Eternal Light. 

Some will see this Process as the Emergence of the Mighty Winged Being of Flaming 

Radiance.  It is the Emergence of Eternal Light, the Brilliant Radiance of Eternal Light.   

As we perform this Blessed Technique, the New Structure of Creation is Formed; the old 

structure no longer can support the Radiance of this New Era.  This New Structure, Dear 

Ones, this Universal Structure, is the Beloved Star of Genesis, the Beloved Star of 

Genesis.  Yes Blessed Masters, it is the Beloved Star of Genesis. 

Very good, very good. 

It is well done. 
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We will perform this Blessed Technique of Transformation over the next 10 days.  You 

may perform this Technique several times daily. 

Now enjoy, enjoy. 

Many Blessings to all. 
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December 26, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

The Advanced Technique of Transformation 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

You have performed the Blessed Technique of Transformation.  We will continue to 

perform this Blessed Technique for the next five days.  It is of great importance to 

perform the Technique several times daily.  It is through the repetition of this process that 

the results are achieved. 

For those who have performed the process at least twice daily, we will continue to the 

next step of this Technique.  For those with regular practice, you may now alter the 

phrase.  We do not alter the process, the process remains the same.  Only the words of the 

phrase are slightly altered.  Now we will use this phrase:  “Mighty Flames of 

Transformation, Envelop and Consume, Emerge the Radiance of Eternal Light; Mighty 

Flames of Transformation, Envelop and Consume, Emerge the Radiance of Eternal Light; 

Mighty Flames of Transformation, envelop and consume, Emerge the Radiance of 

Eternal Light”.  Beautiful. 

Dear Ones, Blessed Masters of Eternal Light, this is the time to consider your path in life.  

Spend some time each day considering your vision of goals to achieve.  Your thoughts 

hold great power and strength.  The energy transmitted by your intentions spreads across 

Creation, gathering the means to achieve Fulfillment.  Energy becomes Form, Intent 

becomes Creation. 

Very good, very good. 

Cindy: 

And then I asked him, if people had not done the Technique twice a day, if there were 

any instructions for them.  And he said, 

Lantos: 

Practice the initial Technique regularly for three days.  On the fourth day you may 

perform the Advanced Technique.  One step must be achieved before the performance of 

the step which follows.  Yes?  Beautiful. 

Enjoy the Blessings of Eternal Light.   

Beautiful.   

Showering Blessings of Eternal Light.         
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December 31, 2012 

 

Master Lantos  

 

Knowledge is to Be Lived 
 

Lantos: 

Greetings Dear Ones,  

Beautiful, it is very beautiful.  The Light of Knowledge shines with great brilliance.   

Dear Masters of the Beloved Light of Genesis, it is by means of your connection with this 

Precious Light of Genesis that the total Value of Life gets Expressed, the Total Value of 

Life—Fullness of the Precious Light of Genesis on the Surface of Existence.  And we 

have seen this Fullness Emerges out of the Beloved Value of Relationship, out of the 

Connection between the individual life and the Source of Creation, out of the 

Relationship between the Expression and the Source of All Creation Expression.  It is in 

the Relationship. 

In these past ten days we have enjoyed the Precious Technique of Transformation.  This 

is the Technique to Bring Forth the Fullness of the Light of Creation, the Sublime 

Radiance of the Light of Genesis.  It is very beautiful, such a beautiful thing. 

The Infinite Value of Fullness—Fullness without boundaries, without limits, gets 

reflected on the level of individual expression.  It is a great miracle.  This is the 

Fulfillment of the path of existence through the Blessed Process of Transformation; 

Fulfillment of the process of Creation is achieved. 

Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, each life is Precious; each life is the Precious 

expression of the almighty source of Creation.  But for you, for the Precious Masters of 

the Art of Creating, the expression of life is glorified.  Glorified by Knowledge, and by 

Knowledge we do not mean study.  The study of Knowledge is one thing and, in this, 

limitations will always be found.  The limits will always be popping up.  Knowledge is to 

be lived.  The Sublime Value of Knowledge shines in its ability to Transform Limits into 

the Limitless.  The study of Knowledge fine tunes the Mechanism, study fine tunes the 

Mechanism of Perception and, at times, one may glimpse the Reality of Fullness in these 

Moments of Heightened Ability, Heightened Perception. 

Dear Masters of the Art of Creating, the Goal of Knowledge is a living Reality—

Knowledge is to be Lived.  The Blessed Techniques of the Art of Creating Enliven the 

Knowledge of the Process of Creation.  The Blessed Techniques of the Relationship of 

the Spheres of Creation Enliven the Knowledge of all Aspects of Expression—All 

Aspects, All Levels of Existence—all this on the Level of Experience.   
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The highest Knowledge, universal Knowledge, offers the experience of itself.  You see?  

This is great Knowledge.  The Knowledge of Transformation, the Technique of 

Transformation, contains within itself the Process of Transformation—the Experience of 

Transformation.  It is beautiful. 

Our Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis are enlivening the Knowledge of Creation, 

the Knowledge of the mechanics of Creation.  The great purifying force of this Blessed 

Light is being spread to the troubled areas, the troubled spots, where darkness has gripped 

the land and influenced the lives of those living in the afflicted areas.  This is a Blessed 

Transformation for the land with great populations.  It is very beautiful, very beautiful.  It 

is so beautiful, such a beautiful thing. 

Now we have performed this Blessed Technique of Transformation for ten days.  Rest 

now. 

After the performance of the Technique we pause.  In this pause, out of this Silence, the 

results Emerge.  Out of Silence springs Creation.  Following this Blessed Technique of 

Transformation we experience Silence, Rest.  

Tomorrow perform the Blessed Phrases of Affluence.  Listen to the beautiful music.  

Sound—Creation Emerges on the Waves of Sound.  The beautiful Phrases of Affluence 

are the sounds of the expressions of fullness.  Enjoy the beautiful sounds—music, 

phrases.   

Very good, very beautiful. 

These are the instructions for tomorrow. 

Enjoy.  Many Blessings. 

 


